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Athletics board will hear appeals
Andi Anderson
DAIL) ,Lithii

eta Irom the
Five women %%1,, ,
San Jose State University women’s basIs
appealing the deciketball team will
sion made by head coach Janice Richard
to revoke. their scholarships.
The appeals will be heard before the
athletics board, which is composed of faculty and administrators outside of the

athletic department.
Lawrence Fan, sports odor-illation
director for SJSU, reported the appeals
have been filed and a date has been set
for a hearing.
According to Crissy DiLuzio, one of the
cut players, the hearing is scheduled tier 3
p.m. on Friday.
"Right now we don’t know if the date
can fit everyone’s schedule," Fan said.
The players who had their scholar-

ships revoked by Richard include
DiLuzio. Juliana Smith, Chantelle
Brazzel, Bernadette SuMe and Jowanda
Roberson.
Last week, Richard said the scholarships for DiLuzio. Smith and Brazzel
were revoked because they had broken
NCAA and team rules during the season.
As for the other two women, Richard said
she had cut them from the team and
revoked their scholarships because the

scholarships weren’t guaranteed.
Fan said that after Richard revoked
the scholarships, she offered to assist the
women in locating and transferring to
another basketball program.
DiLuzio confirmed that Richard had
offered to place the women in a junior college basketball program. DiLuzio said
she politely refused Richard’s offer.
DiLuzio said she thought Richard had
offered to place her at a junior college

rather than a four-year school because of
the time element. DiLuzio explained most
four-year schools sign next year’s recruits
before May 1.
"I think she realized it’s late and that’s
all I could get," DiLuzio said.
DiLuzio was relieved that the appeal
process had started.
See

Appeal,
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Davila
named
in UPD
report

On the road to recovery

Staff report

Lexel, Steal! / Spartan Daily
Matt Bailey and occupational therapist Michelle Tipton-Burton work on constructing a lamp at Bailey’s home in Los Altos. Bailey has an hour of occupational
therapy with Tipton -Burton every Wednesday. Tipton -Burton, an OT teacher at San

Jose State University, has been working with Bailey since six weeks after he
a car accident that left him with serious brain damage two years ago.

is

in

See photos and story, pages 8 and 9

A harassment complaint has
been lodged against Associated
Students President Leo Davila on
behalf of a woman who was elected
to the Fall 2000-Spring 2001 A.S.
board of directors, campus police
said Monday.
University Police Department
Lt. Bruce Lowe
said the complaint, filed on
May 11, was
filed for Michelle
&nelson, who
was elected A.S.
director of
community
Affairs in the
March student
elections.
Davila
Lowe said
the complaint names Davila as
the suspect and Johnson as the
victim.
Thc report may not be completed until after Victor Quintero, the
investigating officer, returns. He
does not start his work week until
Wednesday, Lowe said.
Making threatening phone calls
is one of the offenses enumerated
in the report. Lowe said. If carried
to a conviction, it is a misdemeanor. It can also be prosecuted
under San Jose State. University
judicial law, according to Lowe.
Davila denied making any such
phone calls, alt Iiiiugh he said he was
interviewed Ii university police.
"I was questioned in an alleged
incident that I had nothing to do
with.- Da \ Ii said.
Lowe ..nd the name of the person who tiled the complaint on
ofJohnson could not be confirmed until Quintero finishes the
report.

Professor found Scheduling problem produces chaos
dead at his home
Michelle Jew
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An elect rical engineering
teacher. de.scribed as reserved
and well liked by his students,
died during Spring Break.
After Iltay lavin Nyo didn’t
return from the break and no
one in his department had heard
from him, Belle Wei, chairwoman of the. electrical engineering department, said the
San Jose police were called on
April 10.
Wei said the police called back
and said they were unable to
gain access to Nyo’s apartment.
A press information officer with
the police department said the
police were conducting a welfare
check, which did not justify a
forcible entry.
On April 25, almost a month
after Spring Break had ended,
the engineering department
decided to call San Jose State
University’s !Ake department.
The 1 IPD found Nyo in his
apartment, where he had died of
a massive. artery rupture,
according to the Santa Clara
County coroner.
Wei said Nyo lived in a near-

bv apartment on Fifth Street
and had no family in the. area.
Many of his colleagues in the
electrical engineering department said Nyo’s students’ regard
for him went beyond the typical
student -teacher relationships.
"He was very enthusiastic,"
Wei said. "He had a very commanding presence in the classroom. He was very well respected and much liked by students."
His students said while he
was very reserved and never
talked about his personal life, he
was extremely effective as a
teacher.
"He was a really good professor," said Yolanda Aye Aye Win,
who was taking her third class
with Nyo. "Every time we asked
questions, he was very patient.
11e had different ways of
explaining things to students.
He was very helpful. He didn’t
have notes. It came from his
brains. He was really funny, too.
He made class very interesting."
Win said she couldn’t believe
it when she heard Nyo had died.
"I was really shocked, and
really, really sad," she said "He

See

Nyo, page
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Students trying to get through
busy signals at Touch SJSU may
have another scheduling problem
for next semester the possibility of overlapping classes and long
waits in between.
In November of 1998, the
Academic Senate approved the
policy S87-1, to be effective in Fall
2000

The policy states for lecture
classes, the school departments
within the university can either
keep the traditional schedule of
Monday. Wednesday and Friday
classes or switch entirely or partially to I wo-dav-a-we’e’k hedule of %,..,may and Wedneso c uTuesday and Thursday.
Friday classes would be. a 150.
minute’block.
’aul
The problem, accordin:Dougla, chair of tie

department, is that the policy
made the. two-day -a-week schedule optional instead of’ required
for the different departments
because the Academic Senate
could not persuade everyone to
time, sic they
change at the s,
.pro.
If glass said.
Instead of making all departments change to either the new
scheduling or stay with the old
traditional way, the Academic
,ate compromised and decided

to leave the decision up to the separate departments within the university, Douglass said.
The result, according to
Douglass, is mass chaos.
Some students will not be able
to register for certain classes they
need for their majors because of
the ,cheduling conflict. Douglass
said
See

Schedule,

Athletics, Associated Students duke
it out for control of Event Center
Donna Carmichael
DAILY SENMII STAFF WHIM?

The Event Center, built with student
money for student use, is slated for renovation
to meet the needs of the athletics department
a deal that got the go-ahead without the
consent of students or their leaders.
During a news conference in January,
Chuck Bell, director of athletics at San Jose
State University, said, "We don’t care. what
anybody else does. The Event Center is a real
need. A key to basketball success is having
men’s and women’s coaches’ offices in the.
Event Center"
Carol Christensen, chair of the bunion performance department, whose classes bring in
more than 400 students to the aerobic room
each semester, said Bell probably doesn’t know

or care who paid tier the Event Center.
"He I Bell) probably said, ’Well, since you
guys (the Event Center) don’t make enough
money. we’ll take you over, Christensen said.
But the. original plan for the Event Center
assumed athletics would generate revenue,
filling up the arena with Spartan fans,
Christensen said.
"They don’t fill the arena, so the Event
Center has to make up the difference somehow. We pay for that space," said Christensen,
describing a kind of lose-lose scenario for students thief was originally talked up as a win win.
Students have been paying off the debt
bond on the Event Center with $40.50 of
their $81 Student Union mandatory fee since.
the mid -’80s. The bond is not expected to be
paid off for years to come, said Cathy
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Busalacchi,
executive director of
Student Union Inc. and general manager of
the Event Center.
Busalacchi said the Event Center is not
generating the revenue it once did even 18
because of cancellations of outmonths ago
side. events and a change. in the concert circuit.
Monica Rascoe, vice. president far student
affairs, said the renovation will likely occur
over the summer months and should be complete. by fall semester 2001.
The renovation master plan is unacceptable
to Associated Students President lAm Davila
-- leader of SISIT’s 26,500 students
See

Event,
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LETTERS

Motto: make life
easier, speak truth
to college is complicated. Life is in
many ways turned up side down because we
are suddenly in charge of things that were
Going
taken care of by our parents before we moved out.
The question is, "How do we make life less complicated to live?"
Myself, I have a motto that I try to live by and
that makes my life easier to deal with. Tell the
truth. How many times have you complicated your
life and strained relations with friends by telling a
white lie?
Do not do that. It causes stress to tell white lies
that you do not think will harm anyone.
If your friends find out that you lied about something harmless, do you think that they will trust
you with something more important?
So try not to complicate your life even more by
telling lies that you will have to eat up in the end.
There is no gain in lying for anyone, at least not for
you.
Remember that building up trust can take a lifetime, but it can take just one lie to break it.
Caroline Stemnan
junior
political science

’Top 10’ author
needs lesson in
multiculturalism
t’s a wonder you’ve made it to graduate school
on your limited and euphemistic vocabulary.
Your distinction between reality and
euphemisms is very distinct, but your reality is distorted by your mind that is trying to "avoid daily
interactions with members of other races."
Your ignorance OvPrW1111111S Ille‘. Just because
yotT have created n racially divided community Tbr
yourself. doesn’t mean you nied to push your igno
tance’ into the minds of incomine classes.
Here’s a bit of reality tiff all students’
1. In the Dining Comm, ins. I sit closest to the
television, 1 don’t care what race is sitting at the
table.
2. In the residence halls, pool is a game. not a
racial divider.
3. To join a fraternity or sorority is to be around
people who are like you, whether that is racially,
socially or economically.
4. Multicultural means containing several different groups, not all groups.
5. I walked in the Student Union today and saw
a white cashier named Theresa, an Asian guy making a burrito, and on occasion, I’ve been served
Chinese food by an Ethiopian woman I don’t know
which Jamba Juice you’ve been visiting but I just
saw a black girl named Sharmayne handing out
drinks.
6. Everywhere I turn, I see interracial couples of
all races.
Parker’s "Top 10 racial protocols at &1St!" show
me that all you need to get a degree is book knowledge. Common sense is not a requirement

1

Kristine Ward
junior
public relations

’Aloha spirit’ answer
to SJSU racial divide
., in response to Pierre Parker’s lqiitonal
Tins
"Top 10 racial protocols at SJSU" (May 15).
You have the need to he illTIpted
You need the It:MIDI:in "Aloha" spirit. Most people think that it is just a greeting and a farewell. It
is also a noun that means love.
If you want to be accepted, then wear a garland
of acceptance in your heart That is what it means
to accept and wear the Hawaiian lei an Aloha spirit of love.
Lawrent.e E. Miller
SJSU alumnus
criminal justice.

’Ladies and gentlemen of the class of 2000..:
again, San Jose State
Once
University has let me down. Not
because, after years of working
on computers that have a better chance
of crashing than Whitney Houston and
Bobby Brown behind the wheel of an
automobile, the journalism department
is going to give the Spartan Daily brand
new Macintosh G4s.
Not because, except to a select few
people such as Peter Ueberroth, my
SJSU degree will always look inferior
to Fred Savage’s Stanford degree.
I am disappointed because it
appears as though my invitation to be
the commencement speaker at this
year’s graduation has either been lost
in the mail or was never sent.
What’s up with that President Caret?
Who is better to give a farewell
address to the SJSU graduates and
their families?
Oh, I’m sure we could pull in a highprofile name I hear Savage is free
to spew words of wit and wisdom.
Wouldn’t a commencement address
be more meaningful, more effective
coming from someone who has actually
fought against and for this university
for four agonizing years?
So, since the powers-that-be have
failed to recognize Mr. Bad Example as
the proper graduation speaker, and I
doubt I will be able to usurp the podium and microphone and offer my own
address to the students and faculty of
SJSU and the readers of the Spartan
Daily, I offer these words for you to do
with as you choose:
"I would like to start today by quoting former vice president Dan Quayle,
who once told a group of graduating
high school seniors, ’If we do not succeed, then we run the risk of failure.’
The idiocy of this statement is only
slightly more apparent than the idea of
SJSU actually considering building a
hotel where Hugh Gillis Hall now
stands, but what else do you expect
from Republicans
or college administrators?
And just as Quayle spent four years
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called me, ’the most prolific columnist
in Spartan Daily history.’
It was not something I consciouslv
set out to do. I never said, ‘Mr. Bad
Example you will write 108 columns
over seven semesters, become a legend
both in your mind and across camand set a Joe DiMaggio-like
pus
record for Spartan Daily columnists.’
I just started writing and kept writing.
And somehow, Mr. Bad Example has
grown into something I never could
have imagined. John Steinbeck wrote.
’The writer must believe that what hi:
is doing is the most important thing in
the world. And he must hold to that
illusion even when he knows it is not
true.’
In his acceptance speech for winning
the NBA’s Most Valuable Player award
Shaquille O’Neal a man whom I con.
sider to be one of the more dense people
in the public eye came up with, actually he borrowed it from Aristotle, the
pearl of wisdom I would use to describe
Mr. Bad Example’s tenure on the Daily
He said, ’Excellence is not a singular
act, but a habit. You are what you
repeatedly do.’
Every week I have brought my A.
game. Every week I have tried to write
a better column than the previous
week. Sometimes I have succeeded.
sometimes I have failed.
Will SJSU miss Mr. Bad Example?
I would like to think so.
Will Mr. Bad Example miss SJSU?
Yes. It has become my home away
from home, with friends I will cherish
for the rest of my life.
Goodbye, SJSU this time
for
good."
Mr Bad Example ends his threeand-a-half year run in the Spartan
Daily. Despite popular rumor he is not
headed to a mountaintop in Tibet to
"find himself" He plans to send a
maintenance bill to President Caret
for 56,160 miles of wear-and-tear on
his car after four years of round trip.,
from Discovery Bay to San Jose.

Surefire business "stait-up ideas for Paseo Villas
Tlore was one thing I was sure of,
coming into this semester. I was
going to fail my economics class.
I should be studying for my final, but
I won’t.
Instead, I’m going to do what I have
always done when my economics class
started to stress The Jon. I am going
to write this column.
Seeing how this might be my last
column, if I do indeed pass my class, I
have been troubled by its content.
Two years of writing. Which writing style should I choose as my final
words at San Jose State University?
The sex fiend?
The angry minority?
The enlightened street thug?
Or maybe I should say goodbye to
my newsroom family?
Nah, I’ve already done all of that.
The topic for my last column hit me
as I was grabbing my crotch and strutting through the Paseo Villas to SJSU.
You know the Villas, it is where
Togo’s is at. While I was practicing my
street-hard looks in front of the windows at Happy Juice, I noticed the
store’s relocation to Fremont sign.
It was then I realized the Villas
have been a failure at combining
housing with business. The reason is
simple, but hasn’t caught on with our
city bureaucrats who are too busy getting on their knees for San Jose’s
"affluent citizens."
There are 27,000 potential customers who go to SJSU every day. But
what do the shops at the Villas offer
potential customers?
A $30 to $50 haircut, management
from the G&K Management Group
and chiropractic care.
Yeehaw.
I am no bureaucrat, but even The
Jon, through all of his narcissistic
misgivings, knows these businesses
are as exciting as reading this column.

So in my effort to waste space, say
goodbye to my friends and get out of
studying for my economics class, it is
time to offer my list of stores geared to
the often-forgotten SJSU community.
Each Daily editor has given me their
business solutions, where I, in turn,
have judged how successful they wili
be.
Franchesca Esquibel photo editor.
There is no mystery here,
Franchesca is going to run a film
developing shop. She will also hire out
photographers for public functions.
The Jon says: This is a moneymaker if I ever saw one.
There are no places for the SJSU
community to get film processed. And
with all of the events the Greeks have,
there will never be an absence of work
for her photographers. Franchesca
will be in business for a long time.
Christina Lucarotti opinion editor.
With Father Bob Barry of the
Campus Ministry leaving, Christina
will open her own house of worship.
Much to Christina’s credit, the house
won’t be strictly for her Catholic
denomination’s teachings, but will be
open to all religions.
The Jon says: Christina will find

unlimited success. There are a lot of editor.
religious zealots on campus and most
Margaret will have a note-taking
of them are good-looking women. I business. With a staff of 30, she will
cursed God when I found out I could- enroll in every SJSU class, and pron’t get any play from Christina vide notes for a price.
because she was Catholic. She was
The Jon says: Monkey see monkey
exactly like the numerous girls who do. Margaret’s business has the most
could turn down my pimply advances potential, but her staff will follow her
because of their piety.
example and show up late and miss
Mike Osegueda and Jason Stull
class to make this business a failure.
sports editor and managing editor.
Aaron Williams and Jon Perez
Yo-yos, pro wrestling videos, a video co-executive editor and production
game arcade, alcohol, music, bars, editor.
dancing, bikes, rollerblades and Slim
Because the both of us have carried
Jims. These are just a sampling of our journalism department together
what will be at Mike and Jason’s one- for the past two years, we will become
stop white boy shop.
partners and have a doughnut shop in
The Jon says: Are you kidding? the morning and a sports bar for the
These two will be able to buy me lunch rest of the day. This will give students
for years to come with all of their stu- the chance to hangout, eat, drink and
dent-friendly merchandise.
watch sports.
Ryan McCrossin lifestyles editor.
The Jon Says: Another successful
Picture a pained face grabbing his Villas business. The bar will be an
head because he has to talk out loud.
alternative to Mike and Jason’s oneThe Jon says: Ryan can’t even hold stop white boy shop and will service
a conversation let alone come up with all of the cops
you can’t turn a
an idea for a business.
street without seeing a police car
Don Perez copy editor who wants who patrol downtown. It will also give
to be related to The Jon.
The Jon the opportunity for
Don will make money off of stupid vengeance by spitting on the doughpeople who cross the street. He will nuts of the cops who find it ideal to
sell glasses for $5 that show an push The Jon on the ground and
infrared sign saying it is OK to cross accuse him of committing crimes
the street that separates Togo’s from because he fits the description.
SJSU, after noticing the impatience of
Well, there it is.
students who risk life trying to cross
I have successfully made you read
the street to save their precious five worthless columns for two years.
seconds.
Lucky for you, you will never see my
The
Jon
says:
Success. conceited mug again.
Unbeknownst to most people. Don will
Unless I fail to pass my economics
start a "Hit the Spartan Club," where class ...
members pay a $5,000 monthly fee so
Sir Lustalot also ends his reign 01
Don could give his student customers
terror at the Spartan Daily. Lustalot
the wrong street-crossing informais headed to Tibet, but will not
tion. The members will revel in watchattempt to find himself but rather
ing students fly 20 feet in the air from
teach the monks how to pimp. His
car impact.
offer for President Caret to meet him
Margaret Bethel co -executive
at the Pink Poodle still stands.
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opening mouth and inserting foot, I have
spent four years at SJSU watching bad
idea after bad idea being hatched.
Some, such as the plan to hand private corporations the technology rights
to the California State University system, were thankfully shot down immediately. Others, such as giving
Associated Students President Leo
Davila and his cronies an extra six
bucks from every man, woman and
child in San Jose to play around with as
though it were Monopoly money, have
slipped through the cracks of common
decency and ethics.
Getting rid of the Spartan Pub
yes, there was actually a bar on campus
with what will
and replacing it
become the ’90s version of disco and
polyester coffee bars in the vein of
Starbuck’s was bad.
Catching former AS. president, and
all-around shyster, Jerry Simmons, in a
web of bad deeds and vindictive actions
was good.
But it hasn’t just been the administration which has sent me into fits of
rage, our esteemed faculty has also
shown their human side and backside from time to time.
I’ll never forget the English professor
whom I interviewed for a story about
cheating. He was amiable, honest and
gave me a quote which was grammatically incorrect. It got pulled out into a

the big print journalists
pull quote
use to either fill space or make a story
look more profound than it really is
for all to read. He actually had the
audacity to call me up and bitch because
his words made him look like an ass in
front of his peers. He said it. I didn’t.
But, whether it was boring lectures
that made me wish I had an ice pick to
stop the maddening drone or an engaging lecture that left me pondering my
own answers to the question long after
the class period had ended, I have
walked away from my classes with confidence that I have been taught to, in
the words of Gotruna Buddha, ’Doubt
everything. Find your own light.’
Not surprisingly, it has been the people with whom I’ve worked side-by-side
with for the past three-and-a-half years
who have taught me the most during
my time at SJSU.
The lessons they taught me were:
humility and how to avoid it, Jon Perez;
style and command of the English language, Margaret Bethel; never accepting second-best, Terri Milner; viewing
things optimistically, Jeremiah Oshan;
pictures, pictures, pictures, Jay
Clendenin; news value and tenacity as
a reporter, Marcus Walton.
The stress of producing a daily
while trying to finish
newspaper
classes, have some semblance of a family life and work to support myself and
family has taken its toll on me. But
I’m positive, as I’m sure is the case with
most of the graduating seniors, the
struggle to get where you are has been
worth the journey.
Our triumphs, our failures, our accolades and our shortcomings have all
played their part in getting us to this
point in our lives.
Robert Kennedy once said, ’Only
those who dare to fail greatly can ever
achieve greatly.’
Do not look back with regret at things
you didn’t do or things you wish you
could’ve done better, but revel in all that
you’ve become in your time at SJSU.
Last week, one of my professors
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Today
SJSU Sport Club and Student
Health Center
Free nutrition counseling at a
$50 value. Talk to a graduate student in nutrition about all your
nutrition questions from 1130 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. every Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday at the SJSU Sport
Club. For more information, call
Nancy Black at 924-6118.
Marketing Association
Attention graduating business
marketing and management
seniors: This is the last day the
marketing association will be selling commencement tickets from 8
a.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the Boccardo
Business Center, on the first floor
near the main entrance. For more
information, call Bea at 202-3910.
Graduating Seniors
Recital featuring piano music of
Schubert and Liszt and art songs
of J.S. Bach, Debussy and Duke
from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m. at the
Music building, Concert Hall. For
more information, call Joan Stubbe
at 924-4631.
Chicano Library
SJSU premiere of new videos by
Roberto Duran and Emilio Ratti
from noon to 1 p.m. in the Chicano
Library Resource Center, modular
building A, Room A118. For more
information, call Jeff Paul at 9242815 or 924-2707.
The C.A.U.S.E.
Workers rights rally at 11:30
a.m. in front of the Spartan
Bookstore. For more information,
call Kimberly Gong at 879-7595.
Nutrition and Food Science
The latest body composition
testing from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in
Central Classroom building, Room
221. It’s quick, painless and fun.
Cost is $5 for students and faculty.
For more information, call Sherry
at 206-7599.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Chicano Resource
CentNraikiknolle information, call
Celeste at 259-5630 or Alejandra at
911-,992!"
SJSU Rugby Club
Practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
every Tuesday at South Campus.
For more information, call Terra
Perret at 924-7943.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
300 S. 10th St. For more information, call Father Barry at 938-1610.
Political Science Department
All graduating MPA students
please contact the department of
political science, attention Linda
Valenty with your mailing addres,

to receive two complimentary tickets to the department’s convocation
ceremony, which will be at 7 p.m.
on May 26. Political science office
is located in the Business Tower,
Room 450. For more information,
call Linda Valenty at 924-5558.
V.O.I.C.E. Club
Club T-shirts are for sale for
$16. For more information, contact
James S. at jesjayzehotmail.com.
All Registered Student
Organisations
Student organization re -registration forms are due to the
Student Life Center by June 1.
Completion of the re -registration
materials will register your organization for the 2000-2001 academic
year. For more information or additional forms, stop by or call the
Student Life Center at 924-5950.

Wednesday
May Grads
SJSU Alumni Association and
the Spartan Foundation invite May
grads and their families to an
exclusive night from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m. at Spartan Bookstore. Prizes,
food and 20 percent discount on
most items. Must RSVP. Call Ivy
Low at 924-6524.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
"Back to Beginning" Bible study
at 2 p.m. on the third floor of the
Student Union. For more information, call Tim Gerdes at 292-5404.
Canterbury Community
SJ Spirit Gathering at 5:30 p.m.
in the Campus Inter Faith Center,
located at 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Roger Wharton at
451-9310.

M.E.Ch.A.
Weekly meeting at 3 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Chicano Resource
Center. For more information, page
Miguel A. Rodriguez at 383-6475.
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call Celeste at 259-5630 or
Alejandra at 971-7942.

You can’t beat Spartan Bookstore,
for prices on these fine Apple products!
Educational Pricing
available only through
www.apple.com/education/store
and Spartan Bookstore.

Nutrition and Food Science
The latest body composition
testing from 2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
in Central Classroom Building,
Room 221. It’s quick, painless and
fun. Cost is $5 for students and
faculty. For more information, call
Sherry at 206-7599.

Thursday
SJSU Counseling Services and
the SJSU Student Health
Center
Newcomers are welcome to attend
the eating disorder support group
from 3 p.m to 4 p.m. every Thursday
in the Administration building, Room
222. For more information, call Nancy
Black at 924-6118.

ion/store

www.ap

Campus Crusade for Christ
Night Life from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. Thursday nights in the
Science building, Room 164. For
more information, call Jerry or
Paul at 297-7616.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to stu.
Jests. faculty and staff The deadline for entries is
noon, three days before the desired publication dale
Entry forma are available in the Spartan Daily
Office Space restrictions may require editing of sub.
missions Entries an. print.] in the order in which
they are rel.1.1V1.11

Spartan Bookstore is your source
for what you need, when you need it.

SUMMER WORK!
- Customer Sales / Service
Part-time or Full-time in Summer
All shifts / Flexible hours
Internships available
100 corporate scholarships
awarded annually
Some conditions apply

$15.00 BASE - appt.
No experience necessary,
extensive training provided!

Call (408) 615-1500
Pleasant Hill (925) 825-5C66
(925) 833-2626
Dubin
(510) 8442888
Berkeley
(510) 742-7400
Frerncnt
(4’S) 492-2C20
Mann Co

San Mateo
Santa Cruz
Monterey
San Plincisco
Soncrna Co

(650)
(831)
(821)
(415)
(7C7)

342-9679
457-4877
375-0175
504-8700
885-9046

www.workforstudents.com/sjsu

Are you interested in listing
available housing options to an SJSU
colleague or student?
For more information
contact the
Off Campus Housing
Program
924-RENT (7368)
or visit us on-line at
www.housing.sjsu.edu
(off-campus housing link)

If you are in the neighborhood,
please drop by our office located in University Housing
Services on the ground level of Joe West Hall at the
corner of 9th and San Salvador

CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES:

Founded in 1983, MA Laboratories is one of the top memory module
manufacturer and PC components distributor in the United States. MA Labs
has been recognized as "the largest private company in Silicon Valley" by
Business Journal in 1994. In 1995, MA Labs received the President’s
commendation for becoming one of the fast-growing private companies in the
United States.
I . Inside Domestic & International Sales: (Entry-level)
Good communication skills; BS/MS all majors welcome.
2. CPA: Specializes in taxation and auditing; experienced in supervising
A/P and A/R
3. Accounting: (Entry-Level) BA in Accounting.
4. Software Engineer:
BS/MS C’S or relevant degree.
5. Web Design: BS/MS degree
Will participate in developing e-comerce web-site. Experienced in ASP,
V B Script, IIS, NT, and web-database conecitivity (using SQL Server 6.50)
6. Mechancial Engineer: BS/MS degree
7. Technical Support Engineer:
Experienced in PC hardware testing, configuration, and troubleshooting;
customer support on technical questions.
8. Part-time positions available:
Data entry, phone operator, inventory control.
Please submit your resume to:

MA LABS
MA LABORATORIES, INC. Attn: HR
2075 N. Capitol Avenue, San Jose, CA 95132
Fax: (408) 941-0909 Phone: (408) 941-0808 Ext. 272
Email: resume CO malabs.com Web-site: http://www.malabs.com

Nyo
ontinued from pogel
wa,
smart and so good. How
can a person pass away just like
that?"
Win added that Nyo was
known for hi:, punctuality, which
is why she %LIS surprised when
he didn’t show up for class after
Spring Break.
"The professors were shocked
too," she said. "He never, ever did
not show up. He was always on
time. He’s the kind of person who
never, ever does anything like
that. At the time, no one knew
that he passed away. Even all the
professors, they thought something must have happened to
him."
Most of the professors in the
engineering department, even
those who had worked alongside
Nyo Ibr 10 years, said they never
really got to know him.
"I used to talk to him almost
every week, and he seemed to be
a nice guy, who was a little bit shy
and reserved," said Rangaiya
Rao, a professor in the electrical
engineering
department.
"Otherwise, he seemed to be a little bit (if a self-effacing type of
person. I think the students liked
him. I would just talk to him once
in a while about what he was
doing iii his classes and that type
of thing."
Still, Rao said, he was surprised to hear about Nyo’s death.
"I was very sorry to hear what
happened to him," he said. "It was
completely unexpected."
Many of the professors in
Nyo’s department said part of
the reason the faculty members didn’t know him very well
was because Nyo was a parttime’ professor, which meant

his only responsibilities were
to keep some office hours and
lecture.
"A part-time person doesn’t get
into the faculty meetings," said
David Parent, an assistant professor in the electrical engineering department.
Parent also mentioned that
Nyo did not have any family
members who lived in the United
States because he was from
Myanmar, formerly known as
Burma.
"He didn’t really have friends
in the area, and his family was
back in Burma," Parent said. He
added that students have told
him they liked Nyo a lot.
"Some students said he was a
genius," Parent said. "I think he
was highly regarded. They really
appreciated him, I think."
Jack Kurzweil, an electrical
engineering professor, also said
he did not know Nyo well and
added that professors in the engineering department tend to follow the stereotype of being overly
reserved.
"I think that’s also a function
of being engineers,"
said
Kurzweil.
Ping Hsu, an associate professor in the same department,
agreed.
"That’s exactly the case," Hsu
said. "I know very little about
him. He started about the same
time I started, which is about 10
years ago. Students liked him.
They think he’s great, in terms of
his dedication and professional
knowledge."
The Burmese community in
San Jose has pooled its resources
so Nyo’s Burmese Buddhist Rites
of Burial can be performed.
A memorial service will be
open to the public at 4 p.m. on
May 21 at the Tathagatha
Meditation Center in San Jose.

Appeal
continued from [social
"It’s cool that it happened so
soon," DiLuzio said.
DiLuzio said when she initially
expressed interest in appealing
the loss of her scholarship, she
was told the process would take
about three weeks.
Fan said the athletics board,
which will review all appeals, has
procedures to determine whether
the scholarships can be reinstated.
"People are prepared to go
through the process, and we’ll see
what happens," Fan said.
According to Cheryl DeWess,
an administrative assistant in the
NCAA commission on infractions,

all investigations must be complete before reporting infractions.
DeWess said the appeal
process with the athletics board
should be completed before the
alleged infractions are reported to
the NCAA.
"The student athlete has every
right to refuse the charges,"
DeWess said.
DeWess said it is the obligation
of the coach to report infractions
to the athletics departments at
the colleges or universities.
Once infractions are reported
to the NCAA, DeWess said it
could take as long as two years to
complete an investigation.
She said in most cases, the
student athlete is the person
that offers most of the information regarding the alleged infraction.

Silicon Valley

).(11’

"Thanks is not enough. We never met her hut we wish her a
lifetime, of happiness."
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Sin Killion,

MCAT

94i05
sill

GRE

GMAT

Here’s the scoop on the world’s most comprehensive LSAT course:
O 8 students maximum per class
17 full-length practice tests
4 proctored LSATs *Free Extra Help "Satisfaction Guaranteed
*Summer Classes start in June!!

Commercial

Taking the MCAT in August?
The Princeton review offers the most comprehensive
MCAT course available. Our MCAT course includes:
140+ hours of testing and classroom time 15 full-length MCATs
*4000+ pages of review materials ’Fantastic Instructors
’Satisfaction Guarantee ’Courses start June 17!

with Student Body Card
exp 12J00

050s to 80,000 sq. ft.

E-Mail us at SyStorages@AOL.com

11511 N. king lid., San loss (4081341-8613
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CUUWindows Developer: le 4P1
Strong software skills di C,C+-,, MFC
in EVCS

Thfacy,

Windows GUI, BS/MS

Applieetton Engineer Manager: #AP2
Lead the application engineering ream, working closely w ith the
development and marketing teams to provide pre and post sale suppon
and application development
Applicatios Engineers: trAP3
Work closely wah the de.elopment and marketing teams Must be able
to communicate effectively Strong software skil:s in C/C". MFC
:ibrary, scnpting languages (Peri, JavaSCript, VBScript. etc )
Quality kssorooct Engineers: OAP,.
Responsible for verification, testing Develop
scripts. BS en EE/CS preferred

116
Advertising
2000
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our Ad
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Register tor

experience
-Come join
real
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advertising

newspaper
-Salary+Commission*
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405
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ifitiaKEE ROAD MINI STORAGE
(408) 926-9200

new world of sight and sound

San Jose start-up. leader in developing digital video capturing, Internet
sfteammg applications, lias openings immediately as dc.cribed below.

Downtow
l’,ntertaininent
Manager
CaroOna

Th
Princeton
Review

800.2Review
www.princetonreview.corn
Better Scores. Better Schools.

mediosystems

’For mo

All). Reproductive Science Center*

What about Law School?

DISCOUNT

RV & Boat Storage

SJSU

As an egg donor foie can help .1,, s,,inething good for others. If you’re
between the ages of 21 33, and ..,,uld like to find out more about the
egg donation process, please call us. Compensation for your time and
conmurinent in this confidential process ranges from $4,000 to $4,500
per dim on.

408-280-6778

15%

Competitive Rates
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Bring this ad & receive
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VALUABLE COUPON

Iligh Security

WWW.SPARTANDAII,Y.ORG

With any service over 20 bucks!!
(Oil change, Tune-up, whatever...)

(GRAVID IDIPIEHilifG

lPen 7 days 7-7 s Credit Cards Accepted

DAILY AT:

FREE PAGER!

NEED A PLACE TO PUT
YOUR STUFF?

NEE

TI1ANKS TO AL GORE,
YOU CAN STILL READ OLD
SPARAN
ISSUES OF THET

test procedures. and test

Technical Support Engineers: MAPS
Work closely with the marketing, customers, and engineering. Need
strong Windows. digital video, audio and Internet experience.
Web Application and MIS Engineer: MA Pe
Responsible for developing Web pages Must have expenence ir MS
FrontPage, Java script, web form and entails. Knowledge in server,
email and LAN managcment.
Resumes: ,.mail brikmedlosvs.com; fits: 1-4011-452-5522
http://wwsv.medIorys.com

SPMC SPEarAL!!!
um SIZE

UNIT PRICE

10 x 20
10 x 11
10 x 12
10 x

125.00
140.00

200.00
130.00

RAVINGg ON UNITS BELOW!!!
Pau 2 tunnflin
1 MONTH FREE!
(00 Doij Oidigolion

Nfl

Wends doring 10 90

Ilmis

of opeolal offer.)

5 x 12
64.00
5x854.00
5 x
45.00
Admin. Fee ’
lieftinilahle Cleaning Deposit

19.00
25.00

9/301 McKee Pond
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Right. current
co -executive
editor, Aaron
Williams, drops
his head in dismay at about
12:10 a.m. as
incoming executive editor
Christina
Lucarotti looks
over a page of
the Spartan
Daily,

Below.
Lucarotti and
co -executive
editor Margaret
Bethel discuss a
column on the
Opinion page.

The Daily GRmi
..cer cairaelieWcWrAtaisWitatt

Students putting out the Spartan Dail
For 71 nights this semester, the staff ,out a newspaper. but Uwe is a bast%
of the Spartan Daily has forgone having blueprint the editorial staff of the
Spartan Dail.
a life in order to produce a daily newspain the 1.1110 Side. ;1 story assignment
per.
The process of making sure the paper is handed out to a reporter who then conhits the newsstands Monday through ducts ictert 11. NV,, does research or
Friday is an event in itself Hundreds of attends the event for. the story.
On the photo side, an assignment is
stories and photographs and dozens of
handed It, t he photographer who usually
computer crashes are all part of what
the Daily staff goes through each seams - works it C1111,11111011111 with the reporter to
make sure t he visual and word sides of
At times, it is fun and games. but the stor. ine4
t hell writes, while the phoThe
when all is said and done the students of
the Spartan tographer develop, his or her film.
the Journalism 135 class
Every afterm sm the editorial staff
have to meet real deadDaily staff
lines every night just as their profession- holds a laidget meeting whore it picks
the stories and photos which will appear
al counterparts do.
There is no exact science to putting it) the next days paper.

A ’Typical’ day at the Spartan Daily
Sunday May IC
to work on his photo
10 a.m. Doug IIider arm
story for Mond.,
op to process some
11 a.m. Kohjiro Kum’r
photos and write cut I ate, tor lint pictures.
12:30 p.m. Aaron William, haws up, checks messages and
1:45 p. n. Christina Lucar.t t i shows up.
2 p.m. Jason Stull arrives. writers trickle in.
2:30 p.m. Mike Osegueda and Erin Mayes show
4 p.m. Budget meeting called.

Photos by
Lexey
Stvall /
Spartan
Daily
Production
editor Jon
Perez
teaches
Trisha Santos
how to design
a news page
using the
OuarkXpress
computer
program.

4:18 p.m. Budget meeting ends.
4:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Stories go through first and
second reads.
7:45 p.m. Doug prints full size images of his photo
story.
7:45 p.m. Erin Mayes and Jason Stull go on a food
run to Jack in the Box.
8:30 p.m. Page three gets signed off first page in
the box.
12:10 a.m. Last page is signed off.
12:15 a.m. Paper is in the box, on the way to printer.
12:25 a.m. Paper handed to courier.

kdi(iAg.
take Op,
with an
both storc
The to.
then deslian .1
One more round ot
and then the final r!
ready to be printed
milt,. Ht.
Around 11 p.m .
each page are printed out, chi ch d
errors by the executive editor and
off The signed -off pages are then past, d
onto sheets which are handed to a
er who delivers the finished product
the printer for publication.
-Spartan Dal t%

tint r,p.

Left, Aaron
Williams
pastes up a
page of the
Spartan Daily.
The finished
pages are t,I,,-7n
to Fricke-P,irl
Press in
Fremont wlicr.
the newsp:iper
is printed
Below,
Christina
Lucarotti.
Marcus R. Fuller
and Clarissa
Alientera work
on the Sport;
page design

Tree

Jo-

-11,1

e

Above, tree trimmer Anthony Montano tightens a bolt as
grounds worker Tacho Garcia holds the rod in place. The
metal rod was used to repair a split in the tree caused by
someone who hit it. The workers started to repair the tree by
drilling three holes through the trunk. The three rods were
then placed through the tree, so the branch would stay in
place.

Left, Garcia holds the ladder in place for tree trimmer
Anthony Montano as he drills a hole through a tree in front of
the tower fountain. The workers were repairing a split in the
tree after someone hit the tree, causing the split. Montano
said that instead of cutting the branch off, he wanted to repair
it so the tree would not be uneven.

photos by Mari Matsumoto / Spartan Daily
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tither
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continued from pagel

"The policy was never really criticized when it was going through.
Nobody really noticed (anything,
(-scent room scheduling."
major.
it
relations
’occhi said he loves the
Matt
new block scheduling.
"It bothers me that the rest of
the school ’si ll. on it," Cocchi said.
"It’s the most convenient for
working people. I can get more
done in less time."
Cocchi said because SilS1.7 is a
commuter school, with some tit
the students being older, the uni
versity should try to meet the
needs of those students.
"You’d be surprised how many
students don’t show up for a late
said
Thursday
is
even
attendance
"Friday
lower."
Helgren’s outlook for next
semester was critical.
The policy is sufficiently cum.
plicated and diverse, Ilelgren
said. "This semester is going to be
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tielgren said.
depart ’nem
The
English
iltcided to "play it conservat e"
rid stayed with the traditional
;chedule this semester,
;aid.
of
; "The scheduling milli
t hanging will work only it ’cry,
doe,
it
it
tine works together anti
the same time," Douglass said
!Wt wanted to prevent conflict tor
ptudents with overlapping i I i
)..a, so we stayed with the 11,1.
:nasal schedule."
; The English department also
:wanted to wait and see how many
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Gourmet Ice Cream5 and 5orbet5
De55ert5
Freddie’s Ice Creams
$14 Coffee Drinks
are low fatIll"
SN4 5moothie5
‘When Compared to Bacon
$.4 Dog Ice Cream
14 Wereal/good looking too!
b4

FREDDIE’S
Open

’Selectee Um* Wass

,

vethedvidwreemed

Student Special
June, July & August
$41.50 Per Month.
or
Only $132.00.
For 3 Months

Storage USA
1775 Laurelwood Road
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-7007

. ..,,,._

eic .:.11.;
‘Lre:,;’,..’

CENTURY GRAPHICS

.cAu. Aaoln

tax1/0816167733

Super Special
First 100 students also
Receive a $20 Lock
& Boxes Package for
only $10-ask for it now!

A
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are for a one solar
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5’ x 10’ Storage Unit
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and Desserts

On the Corner of South 11th
and East San Carlos
(By the 7-11)

www.rsadtmthemotse.csm
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’gram out of Event ( ’enter
facilities, such as the mini gym,
which is frequently used for intracontinued from page1
11111rid basketball and volleyball.
Koperniak said the aerobics
-Everyone was consulted about room was designed with a special
it but us," said Davila. "I read composite floor that not only
about it in the Spartan Daily and absorbs shock but buffers sound.
the Mercury News. It’s being pre- Koperniak said any other Event
sented as a done deal," he told fel- Center space would not easily suflow members of Student Union fice as replacement for the aeroInc.’s board of directors SUBOD bics room without these added feaat a May 2 meeting.
tures.
Student Union Inc. is the camDan Buerger, President Robert
pus auxiliary (non-profit corpora- Caret’s
executive
assistant,
tion) that runs the Event Center, brought renovation plans to a May
Student Union and Aquatics 1999 meeting of Student Union
Facility on behalf of students via Inc.’s facilities and program COM
their $81 mandatory fee.
mittee on behalf of the adminis
Davila is chairman of the tration and the athletics departStudent Union Inc. board.
ment.
Five other students
most of
In the SUBOD minutes of May
them AS. directors and committee 18, 1999, past board member,
members also it on the 10- Chrissy Chang, noted "Dan
member board. Busalacchi is a Buerger came to address some of
non-voting member.
the issues because athletics wants
The renovation plan, which to make a move
’,eon as possiDavila called "disturbing," calls for ble."
gutting a wall on the Paseo de San
"Dan Buerger said the first
Carlos side of the Event Center, plan that was brought ti t he board
converting the specially designed was a wish list with it cost estiaerobics room into offices for ath- mate of $1.5 minim,. Buerger said
letics department’s coaches, they decided to h,,,k :it the !weds
extending the weight room and and create ;I win wit, -4041;0141n tor
taking two or three of the racquet the univi9 it v iiIi, -:tiolent
ball courts and turning them into Union In,
a reception area. Davila said at meeting
rii ’e tiled
liiNiiveniliir
the May 2 meeting of Student
Union Inc. board.
a thick, bound set iil itrelotectural
Cheerleader Megan Anderson, style drawings, detailing the
who is also one of President posed renmiitions of the Ev,10
Caret’s interns, was working out Center that have now 10111SM 11,.
i 1,:i1111:Itl’ .11 $1.5 mil
in the aerobics room when she Origiwd
heard the state-of-the-art space lion.
TbeI
I,i.li.rred to
that resembles a dance studio
I include
I
would likely be dismantled and as ’’Put
,
ing
an
turned into offices for coaches.
in
"No, are you sure?" said weight ri
Anderson, who appeared shocked. the aeroliiiChris Koperniak, AS. campus obics into t
Phase 2 renoA futile ext,
recreation manager, runs much of

Event

Jose

State

vat ion proposal was introduced
during the past year but was
recently scrubbed for a return to
Phase 1, mostly for cost considerations,- Busalacchi said.
In the spring semester of ’99,
human performance professor
Bethany Shifflett, then a member
of’ the Student Union Inc. board,
expressed misgivings about the

University

meld
tion and the :aide(
to heed the wishes of tanner mien
basketball coach Phil Johnson.
Buerger said.
Johnson wanted his office on
campus where the team plays.
also wanted other facility
enhancements for the men’s basketball team, such as an upgraded
locker room and an expanded

"This (the Event Center) is a student
investment and students should be
making the decisions about its use, not
management."
-- Carol Christensen
chair of human performance department
proposed renovation.
"Why should we do it cheap
ainstead of doing it right?" she
Stinnett also asked fellow directors on the Student Union board
why ’Lev should eliminate the
iiiitopen-g-ym area on campus
tutu si,rv ices 20,000 students in
fit ’rut’ renovation to serve 100
At the same meeting, then A.S.
Pvc-tutu it Heather Cook, director
of thi it talent Union Inc. board in
the 1998-99 academic year,
reminded the board that students
id for the Event Center.
If we lust iwiiv the usage that
liv have in the facility, it seems
,eles, ti ir them to pay flies. The
priiiiiple iit. the matter is that
they istudentsi are paying student fees tor this facility, and they
should Ine :Able to use it whenever
they want,- Cook said at the May
18, 1999 meeting of SUBOD.
Rem i :it iou if the Event Center
was a nsponse by the administra-

weight room, Buerger said.
Johnson has since left SJSU for
a more lucrative contract coaching
for the NBA’s Chicago Bulls.
Shifflett reminded SUBOD in
spring ’99 that the facility i the
Events Center) serves mai purposes besides basketlxill
-There are danci
martial arts, and ii
who do classes in thii. I
not just for basketball.
Both Davila and A 4
Carlos Aguirre -- ciltii
Student Union Inc.’s final
mittee were present at t I
18, 1999 meeting of HI i
where Davila was introit
the new A.S. president and !,
ing director of SUBOI). i,;,.
Cook.
Event Center renoviitiiiii V.1
major item on the agenda of ii
meeting, but Davila still appe:tr,
to have trouble with the reni iv.
tion as fact.
"If they try to start thi rut
tion without our u,tuale tii

pi,

.
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t lit them." he

"I iiin a student advocate of the
highest order," Davila said.
But the AS. president is with, mi. cominent when it comes to talk
of compensation for students if
their Event Center recreational
facilities are shared or taken
away by the athletics department.
"I guess we’ll have to build our
own recreational facility," Davila
, De Alba, executive
Associated Students
I ilumnus and former
lie A.S. board is on
mends )
record, .a mg more than once,
that the next student-sponsored
mandatory fee based) capital
project will be a sticreation facility.
De Alba has referred to
Associated Students relationship
ith the athletic department as
imed."
iated Students well-docu’ dationship with Student
- also strained.
adamant that Bell
developments on the
before SUBOD.
student leader I am not
irt changes without
tudents," Davila
lii the directors that much
including faces on
:ince the Event Center
proposal was first
I .it the end of spring
r
year.
liavila reminded Busalacchi
ill tutu to keep him
, I ot renovation developU.iuuil
her plans that
11,
the student-leveraged
,ti i-inienis she manages.
Ii ul made reference to a
ri pia 1,1111111.’11i from Bell that he

had been in "negotiations with the
executive director of Student
Union Inc."
On the subject of renovating
the Event Center for his department’s use, Athletic director Bell
said a new recreation center is just
what SJSU students need.
"Most campuses have a topnotch recreation center or firstrate health club that is right at the
heart of the physical and spiritual
well-being of students," Bell said.
Christensen said she has been
at SJSU for 20 years and has
witnessed many elections where
the Event Center was a key
issue.
"This (the Event Center) is a
student investment and students
should be making the decisions
about its use, not management.
Athletics has more space than any
other department on campus with
their new south campus facilities,"
she said.
But many athletics department
students and staff don’t care for
the commute to south campus,
Buerger said.
"They want to be on the main
campus, in the center of the
action."
Christensen expressed dismay
that so many students seem complacent about their investments,
such as the Event Center.
"If something like this happened (a takeover) in the outside
world, investors would raise Cain,"
Christensen said.
She said if students don’t speak
up, who knows how much more
Event Center turf they will lose.
"It’s their invesment and they
(students) have a right to protect
it," Christensen said.
Caret said the Event Center is
a student-leveraged investment.
"But it belongs to the university, not students," he said.

This is the last issue of the Spring ’00 Spartan Daily.
We will be back on Aug. 28.
Bye.

Work faster. Play s oner.

1 FE

S SHORT.
If all that’s standing between you and summer is a term paper or
two, there’s a way to get through it all sooner. Use the Academic
Search Engine to research your end -of-the -year projects.
The Academic Search Engine was developed by Student
Advantage, Inc. and Northern Light to provide you with a
comprehensive research resource. Select your subject, type in the
topics you need to research and press search. You get Web results
that are appropriate to your field of study, plus access to Northern
Light’s Special CollectionTm of articles from over 6,400 publications
and research reports. All prioritized, categorized, and organized
into neat little folders so you get the information you need, finish
your papers, and start the really important stuff sooner.

http://research.studentadvantage.com

NorthernLight.com
1.s, what you’vebeensearchongfor.

STARTING)
SJSU occupational therapy helps car acciAth

Matt Bailey watches occupational therapist Michelle Tipton Burton as he concentrates on utilizing the necessary motor skills
to perform the task given to him.

fter a tragic car accident,
thought Matt
many
Bailey would never be
able to walk again. With the help
of a supportive family, friends
and the San Jose State
University occupational therapy
class, Matt is slowly putting his
accident behind him.
After leaving Cal Poly in the
Spring of 1998, Matt was going
to attend San Jose State
University to finish school and
get his diploma.
On October 23,1998, his plans
came to an end.
Matt and five other friends
were in a fatal car accident near
his home in Los Altos. The driver,
who had a blood alcohol level
above the legal limit, was killed
and two other passengers were
seriously injured.
Matt, who was in the back
seat on the driver’s side, suffered
a traumatic brain injury that put
him in a coma for several weeks.
"For about three weeks, we
didn’t know whether he was
going to live or die," his father
said.
According to his father, Will,
Matt showed his first signs of life
when his old girlfriends from
high school and college came to

A scrapbook that was created when Matt was in a coma contains
messages from visitors and pictures from when he used to play
baseball in junior college and at Cal Poly San Luis Obispo.
visit him.
"He’s laying there and hasn’t
moved for three weeks, and these
two girls came in and started
talking to each other. All of a
sudden, it was the first sign of
real life his blood pressure
started climbing, and his heart
rate started jumping up because
he must have realized he’d been
busted with the college girlfriend
and the high school girlfriend
meeting for first time. You know

something’s working in there
because all the monitors are
going off the scale. That was a
good sign for us."
After waking from the coma,
Matt was unable to do anything
for himself. He had to re-learn all
of the basics, including walking,
talking and eating.
"It took awhile just to get him
to eat out of the tube," Will said.
"He went down to about 150
pounds."
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Matt’s mom, Fern Bailey, helps him get dressed and tie his shoes before going out for a family dinner. Bailey says it won’t be long before Matt is tying his own shoes again without assistance.

,motior
,ppra

OVER
xiitifieit victim’s recovery

Whilirl the. rehabilitation his brain had trouble sending the
)rocese *as tedious, Bailey had right messages to tell his body
in overebbirning amount of sup- what to do, according to Tiptonmrt from friends and family, Burton.
which helloed him to improve at a
Both Backes and Weber
worked with Matt in initiating
apid pace. .
"Anyitoci5icuth everybody came basic motor skills and visual per.o see Matt;" his father said. ception.
"Our main goal at the beginThere,wask wbout 200 people in
ning of the semester for Matt
he lobby. at one time."
Aftenfirenronths in the hospi- was to increase his initiation,"
al, Baileyv.wag finally able to Backes said.
According to Backes, Matt
walk without assistance, an
iccompliahniont that meant a lot injured his frontal lobe, which
integrates all components of
a his family..Ifri
"We were enz) inappy to see him behavior, thus making it difficult
walk :forithmtfirst time since for him to start or initiate behav.
iefore tho.aectident," his mother, iors without assistance.
Because he was such a hard3usaM ’saki, "After all he went
;hrough4.11 th.ought he would be working and determined person
n a wheeikhaih but it was amaz- before the accident, Tiptonng to ,sesi him, walk out of the Burton said part of Matt’s personality showed throughout the
iospitak en ilia, own."
Several Months after he left semester.
"The rehab process brings out
he horgbillal,.Matt continued the
!ehabidatatiMiiProcess at a physi- the patients pre-morbid (before
:al dienbilitiew clinic at SJSU. At accident) personality," she said.
:he chnic,itivo,graduate students, "The fact that he was a very
icheUeic.aokes and Rochelle motivated person really helps his
&ben were assigned to work progress."
Backes also acknowledged
with WM as, part of the occupathat Matt was always willing to
iona I thernpy :class.
The,:alass :instructor, Michelle cooperate with any activity.
"He would do anything,"
l’ipton-lihinton- had helped Matt
walk Mr the first time at Valley Backes said. "We gave him choicMedia& Center and had es, and he is always up for any,saggeoted to his parents thing."
thin the icome to ger Class
By, the en i of the semester,
1t-SJS11 to contigim. raha- Backes said Matt had greatly
increased his initiation, in part
it,When he first arrived because of his previous backatftalley Medical, he was- ground in athwtics.
m’toldoing much. He was
Before the accident, Matt
Aped lioulnd, and they fed played two years of college base:him with a tube. He was ball at Cal Poly, and he was an
-dependent on everything. all-league baseball and football
Hiseyild were open but he player at St. Francis High School
responding," in Mountain View.
wasn’t i
"We played football and baseTipooti-Burton said. "But
ball to increase his initiation,"
Jt mos !amazing because
by ,hhe Ilime he left rehab Backes said. ’At first he could not
he,was, leafing and walk- throw, but by the end of the
semester, he was throwing from
ing."
!Mt. Matt still had 25 feet away. We used sports to
tooter, planning problems help him because we knew he
ormpraxia, which meant was familiar with it."

Left, On the last day of the occupational
therapy clinic at San Jose State University,
Will Bailey looks at a daily planner, which
holds the contents of his son’s therapy sessions, to see what Matt accomplished that
day.
Below, Occupational therapy graduate students Rochelle Weber, left, and Michelle
Backes help Matt to the restroom during an
OT clinic session at SJSU. The students
worked with Matt during the spring semester
two days a week, teaching him things that will
help him in his everyday life.
When the semester was over,
Backes said Matt had improved
his initiation considerably and
was able to function with moderate cues.
Although she said it will be
difficult, Backes believes that
Matt’s progression is far from
over.
"With the support of his family and friends, he can improve a
whole lot more," she said. "Once
he fully improves his initiation,
who knows how far he can get.’
Tipton-Burton said she cannot
predict how far Matt can
improve, but she recalls a similar
patient who was able become
fully independent.
"A former patient of mine
who had a less severe injury
was able to live on his own,"
Tipton-Burton said. "Much like
Matt, he had a very supportive
family. He was very determined
and he went through a lot of
therapy. Now he’s taking care of
himself"
Matt is currently continuing
his therapy with Tipton-Burton
at home in Los Altos, and he
attends an adaptive weight
training course at DeAnza
College in San Jose.
Matt’s father said he is very
grateful for all of the help that
the workers at SJSU gave his
son.
"They never took the easy way
out. When Matt did anything,
you could see they were getting a
lot of satisfaction," he said.
"There’s nothing good about the
whole thing, but certainly you
can find some good people."

Left, Kim Lenin talks with
Matt about where they are
going to eat for dinner.
Laffin was Matt’s girlfriend
at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo until two months
before the accident, but
they remained friends. She
still visits him every week.

,aterike, Matt Bailey concentrates to count the change he is using to buy a
.; lowly bar at the Spartan Express Store. Everyday tasks such as this are a part
tithe occupational therapy that will help Matt regain his independence in the
-ottutaide world.

PHOTOS BY LEXEY SWALL
TEXT BY MARCUS R. FULLER
THE SPARTAN DAILY
After a long day, Fern Bailey turns on Mozart and tucks Matt into bed She says that the music was given to her as a gift. It
is supposed to heal the body and strengthen the mind
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Spartan Junior Ruiz dispels
sophomore jinx, demonstrates
his worth on field, at plate
Mike Osegueda
DAILY SH,RIS EDITOR

Junior Ruiz stands in center
field, clutching his bat against his
left shoulder with a camera near
his face.
As pictures snap, his teammates begin to heckle Ruiz from
the dugout.
"Latino heat" and "Show ’em
the Latino swing" echo across the
baseball team’s quiet practice
field.
Unfazed, the 5-foot-10-inch
sophomore clutches his bat in the
same fashion that made him one
Athletic
Western
the
of
Conference’s top hitters.
As his teammates continue to
filter onto the field, Ruiz stands
amid the "clicks" from the camera
in front of him. Second baseman
Brian Stream walks onto the field
and asks whether Ruiz has
brought enough makeup.

But this season he was on a
mission to prove there would be
no sophomore jinx.
"I wanted to step it up and hit
30 or 40 points higher. So it
wouldn’t be a freshman fluke,"
Ruiz said. "Lots of freshmen don’t
come like we did last year."
The other half of the "we" was
former teammate Mike Rouse.
Rouse, at short, and Ruiz, at second base, formed a freshman middle infield tandem that surprised
many and propelled Ruiz in the
spotlight.
"I think those guys had a little.
bit of a rivalry, and Junior got
more recognition by the end of the
year," said Piraro, who nominated
both players equally for end of the
year awards.
"Junior’s offense was something that got the attention of a
lot of players."
Rouse has since transferred to
Cril State Fullerton, leaving room

"He’s a big time guy. When the game is
on the line, he is the guy you want up
there."
Sam Piraro
baseball team head coach
"You’ll need it," Stream
announces, only to be answered
with laughter from his fellow
Spartans.
However, there is no need to
cover up what Ruiz has done for
the San Jose State University
baseball team while he clutches
his bat and uses his "Latino
swing."
As the leader in batting average (.379), hits (75), doubles ;171,
RBIs (39) and on-base percentage
(.551), not to mention his 40 runs
and 10 stolen bases, Ruiz and his
"Latino heat" have been the spark
plug of the offense t hat has helped
the. Spartans stand atop of the
WAC for much of the. season.
"Junior is a legitimate topnotch offensive player," head
coach Sam Piraro said. "lle could
hit anywhere in the country. In
any conference or any program, he
would do a tremendous job. He’s
proven it two years in a row."
Before his hitting barrage. this
season, the. proof came last year
when he. was named co-conference
freshman of the year after hitting
.354 with 29 RBIs in his rookie
campaign.

fir Ruiz to break out of’ his freshman shell and blossom into a star.
Rob
Douglass
Teammate
knows Ruiz’s story of success better than most. Douglass, a senior
outfielder, and Ruiz have played
together since the days of Babe
Ruth Baseball when Douglass
was 16 years old. The two went on
to be teammates again at Union
City’s James Logan High School
before wearing the. same uniform
one more time. at SJSU.
"He’s getting better every year,"
Douglass said. "He did it in high
school."
Ruiz recalled a time. when the
then Colts’ teammates were. competing for the top batting average
on the. team, and the senior
Douglass got the better of Ruiz.
Today, however, Douglass recognizes the. ci tidier of offensive
weapon Row. has become.
"I think he was good last year,
hut he’s a lot better this year,"
Douglass said. "I lc hits the ball to
all fields and handles all types of
pitching this season.Both are. signs that Ruiz points
to as evidence of the maturation
he. has encountered in his second

Spartan Roundup

Cianci set new career high’s on
the. vault with a 9.800, uneven bars
with a 9.750 and floor exercise with a
9.800. Cheshier set new highs in
each of her events: on the vault with
a 9.800, on the uneven ban; with a
9.500, balance beam with a 9.825
and the floor exercise with a 9.750.

SJSU women’s golf
team qualified for the NCAA
Championships to be held later this
month. The Spartans qualified after
finishing second in the West
Regional Championships just five
strokes ahead of host school Arizona
State.
SJSU was led by Rebecka
Heinmert and Jessica Krantz who
finished among the top eight positions. Ileinmert shot a 214, tying her
for fourth place and Krantz shot a
217, which split a three way tie for
sixth.
JISenior Tanika Byrd was given
the title of most valuable. on the
SJSU gymnastics team. During
her last season she recorded a new
school record of 9.900 on the balance
beam, two new career records of
9.500 on the uneven bars and a
9.800 on the floor exercise.
Byrd tied her career high in the
floor exercise in the National
Invitational Tburrannent, where she
finished fourth and earned firstteam All-NIT honors.
The announcement of her award
was made on at the team’s award
banquet on May 13.
Other awards were given to
1Cirruny Cianci as the most outstanding gymnast and Tracy (Kautz)
Cheshier as most improved.
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into an offensive star in his secohl
Western Athletic Conference

Spartan outfielder Junior Ruiz leads the SJSU team in batting
average and on-base percentage this season. Ruiz has blossomed
year as a Spartan.
"Mentally, I’ve matured," Ruiz
said. "I’m more patient. I understand more of the game."
Ruiz credits part of that to having past what he said was a mental block.
After batting leadoff’ last season and throughout his high
school career, Ruiz was moved to
the No. 3 spot in the lineup this
season.
The move called for Ruiz to
account for a larger chunk of the
run production, but he wasn’t sure
he could mix power and hitting to
all fields.
"I was kind of wary at first.
Last year, I hit mostly grounders
up the middle," said Ruiz. "I felt it
was more of a mental adjustment."
Piraro explained the challenges
Ruiz faced in making the adjustment.
"I think it’s more of a mentality
as a leadoff hitter to take more
pitches. Their main objective is to
get on base," Piraro said.
"Whereas No. 3 is more aggressive, not taking as many pitches."
"When guys are in scoring position, No. 3 is responsible to knock
them in. He’s aggressive by
nature. No. 1 to No. 3 is not that
big of an adjustment for him,"
Piraro continued.
Piraro was correct, as Ruiz
showed no signs of slowing down
this season. It is evident by an onbase streak that has reached 71
straight games, dating back to
April 18, 1999.
Ruiz has found a way to get on
base in all of the Spartans 53
games this season, even if’ it is a
way that doesn’t help his batting
average.
"It’s just something that’s
mandatory for me. It doesn’t mat
ter if I’m 0-for-4, as long as I get
on base and I score," Ruiz said. "I

don’t feel like I’m helping the
team at all if I’m not getting on
base."
Whether it be a hit, walk, error
or any other way, Ruiz and Piraro
both agree, he finds a way.
"On base percentage is a big
thing for us," Piraro said. "It’s a
key statistic for us, even more
than batting average.
"He has a knack for getting on
base. He’ll draw a base on balls or
lay down a bunt. There are several ways he gets on.. It’s a great talent to have," Piraro said.

But as his offensive numbers
have increased, Ruiz said he bus
been getting less and less pitches
to hit. That means fewer fastballs
and more breaking balls and ofT
speed pitches.
"He’s a marked man by i-.
body we play," Piraro said
not going to get a lot of pitch’
hit. They know he’s a clutch hitter"
Ruiz has proved this season
that the opposing pitchers’ fear is
deserved. And no matter what
pitch he gets, when he digs into
the batter’s box and stares at t h.,
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Judo fights on, gains recognition
Franklin Leiva
DAILY

STAFF WRITER

The Spartan Judo team hat
won a lot of awards for San Jose
State University. This summer
they have a chance to win Olympic
Gold.
Amy Tong, Sandra Bacher,
Andrew Payne, and Johan HuIt
will all be trying to get medals at
the 2000 Summer Olympics in
Australia.
David Williams, an assistant
coach of the Spartan team, said his
team fought hard to get a shot to
make it to the Olympics.
"We are a young team who is
hungry for a win," Williams said.
"With the amount of spirit, effort.
dedication and years of training
put into making the Olympics, I’m
sure they will represent their
country well."
The Spartan team has returned
from their berth at the Senior
National Judo Championships in
Houston where several members
obtained medals.
Tong won gold in the women’s
78 kilograms division and alumna
Bacher captured gold as well in
the 70-kilogram division.
Bacher, a three-time Olympian.
is looking to capture a medal for
the first time at the summer
Olympics.
"My personal best has been
placing fifth in the world," Bacher
said. "I have been on the National
Team since 1992, so I have faced
all kinds of competition. I have
defeated some of the women who
have won medals.
"I just have not beat them at
the right times to get the medals. I
feel confident that I can win at the
Olympics. I would not go there if I
wasn’t."
The Spartan men captured
eight medals at the Nationals.
Jordan
Nitta,
Brian
Hambleton, David Camarillo,

Senior Mike
Barns throws
sophomore
Lee Holtzman
to the mat during the Judo
team’s practice Friday in
YUH 202. The
Judo team is
going to be
training for the
summer

Olympics after
winning the
national championship earlier this year.

Mari Matsumoto /
Spartan Daily

Tetsu Okano, Mike Barnes and
alumnus Chuck Jefferson won
bronze medals. Jose Bencosme
and alumnus James Brewster
Thompson won silver.
Bencosme, a freshman who has
done fairly well, including placing
second at the national tournament, said the Spartan Judo program’s success is partly attributed
to good teaching.

"This program has a great tradition," Bencosme said. "The alumni give us a hard time when we are
not doing our best. We have a winning tradition and we have to keep
doing our best because we have a
certain level of expectations to fulfill."
According to Williams, the team
has conquered 36 out of 39
National Championships.

He said his ti.!am was recently
recognized by the California State
University Sy,,tem for its winning
tradition.
"San Jose State University
Judo is world renown," Williams
said. "We are one of only three
teams to be ever recognized by the
CSU system board of regents for
our accomplishments. I think
that’s a very big deal."

Camarillo, a junior who took don’t understand."
According to Bacher, the Judo
National
at
the
third
Championships, said it’s a shame team would greatly benefit from
that such a winning program does monetary help from the school.
"I wish the university will give
not receive more monetary aid
us more monetary aid," Bacher
from SJSU.
"We are one of San Jose said. "We made a good name for
State’s programs with most San Jose State and win awards
wins ever," Camarillo said. "We for this school. It would be nice for
keep winning and winning and our students to get the recognition
we are not getting any money. I they deserve."
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Congratulations Graduates!
Rima
Denise
Michelle
Marc
Joshna
Angela
David
Jocelyn
Rene
Love,
’t4 Joshua

To Blaine Bomb
& Candy Ass,
Seeing you both graduate
makes me absolutely sick
to my stomach. I hope
Cisco Systems goes
under so I can dance in
my B-day suit under the
shimmering moonlight.

411FHugs & Kisses
Fat Bastard
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TAN CLASS OF

2000

m ikela:
We are all very proud ofyou!
n3 on your

from SYSU.
ciood work in Law School!
Love,
yourfamily.

,,;7trarratuillsalang,11
Joshna
Jocelyn
Rene
Marc
David

Rima
Nec
Eugenia
Danielle
Greg

It’s been fun working
with you!
Good Luck!
Julia & Carol

Congratulations to the
graduating Brothers and
Sisters of Talf!
Cheryl Alley
Joseph Frankina
Virginia Hixson
Alyssa Lyons
Brain Smith
Deirdre Sommerlad
Kristi Somers
Natalie Wells
Gaudeamus, G.M. Nelson
.141

Congratulations to the Spartan
Daily Ad staff (-gads!

Joshna, Jocelyn,
ippRene, & Marc
Much Love,
Carolina

Dearest Vianey:
May your heart always help
you be a Shining Star...

Congratulations!
j1/44:kThink:pis

of you alwav,
Kevin

Congrats to everyone in
DA BAND(S)!
Eric, Cindy, Thin, Joe,
Rob, Rene, Zoe and
Anyone else forgotten!
2000 4 -EVER!
Congratulations to all the
Graduates at the Spartan
Daily and in the School of
Journalism and Mass
Communications,
6,4 Luck,
joattrn&jorlura
callk
tout Daily

Congratulations
SJSU Class of 2000
’AUy ,voiw hive Re,e kAut rerina you
well At yaw conhAuie, Ok Maps&
IJsuiut

From the Spartan Daily
Advertising Staff:
Joshna
Marigold
Carolina
Deborah
Dara
Jennifer
Jocelyn
Rene
Marc
Tony
Lydia
Nail
Valene
Steve
Kevin
Carol
Cathy
Julia
Professor Lawrence
Professor Quinton

Spa r.tan

288-3708

060 - FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS
STATISTICS

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

01309
01319
01324
01327
01333
01336
0.343
01353
01360
01364

BUSINESS
3.0

’

+1.0

MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH

03IX3-0505PM
0300-0505PM
0400-0605PM
0500-0705PM
0600-0(935PM
0600-0805PM
0600-0805PM
01300-1015PM
0900-10I5PM
0800-1015PM

94 -GYM
M-GYM
94-GYM
14 -GYM
94 -GYM
A-GYM
M-GYM
M-GYM
A-GYM
IN -GYM

+3.0

071 - LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS

101

01376

’

0400-0700P94 FIELD

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS

1’.

01383

1.1

05582

+1.0

MTWTH

0600-0805PM FIELD

HUN TZE

013117

101

+0.5

MTWTH

1200-0120PIN

POOL

WOODHE AD

042 - SWIMMING

+3.0

084 - JAVA PROGRAMMING

01397

5 1243.1

10?

+1.0

MTWTH

0600-0805AM POOL

01401

+3.0

!JdUIJUI.’01.141 B1
R 41101)

01406
01410
01412
01414

.0
STAFF

B-2

0600.0805PM
0600-0805PM
0800-1005PM
0800-1005PM

I
t
I
I

0..00 0-0 117

MOTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTINTF

1200-0515PN1
1000-1205PM
0400.0605PM
0715-102 5PM

02236

tit,

MI

H

1015 1220PM

LAB

MTWTH

0800-1005AM

GE 205 LEVINE,’ ’
0E215 SKLUTI

002 - INTRODUCTION TO WORLD
LITERATURE

02237

102 LEC MTWTH

1015-1220PM

MTWTH

1240-0245PM

AR

703 L.’

4.0
NEWT En
JOHITYIN
NEWTON/
JOHNSON
NEWTON/
JOHNSON
NEWTON/
JOHNSON

064 - MARINE BIOLOGY

HISTORY

101 LEG MI W1 H
LAB MTWTH
IF,

02238

017A -HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

01100 0500PM

02306

CIVIC

3.0

02239

9.1

HUMANITIES

02307

101

+30
.

MATHEMATICS
3.0

05578

3.0

05577

5,11w1i1

0600-0805PM

MA

17I7/111

081’, 1020PM S-17

S-17

131 - INTRODUCTION TO INTERNET

PHILOSOPHY
3.0

05574

07740

P.110/51

IWO 1:)V,PM

B 201

02311

I’ ’’IH m I Vy
Al’ 3,11W

TS0

+3.0
YOUNUILLFUL7

02371

101

0)1

0600 10150M

MW

+3.0

101

,!

owto, t tOPM

02372

MW

31

0600 0930PM

mTWTF

+1.0
+2.0

1-30
SCHIRRMACHER

+3.0

10 t5-0135PM GE221 ANT, I ti

SIGN LANGUAGE

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

001A - INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN
SIGN LANGUAGE

020 - ORAL COMMUNICATION
+3.0

05572

02288
02289
02290

mlwRi
MIwTH
M1W111

101
It’?
3, I

02291

"ii

0800 1005AM D-107 SHELTON M
1030-1235PM GE 11 7 COLLINS R
0630.0835PM
107 HARRIS

MTWTH

1030-1235PM

0 107

+3.0
SHEL TO14

COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
014 - INTERNETWORKING TCPAP
ON NT 4.0 0688
+4.0

’

+4.0

’

02292

ART

SSE,

+3.0

01300-0500PM 13-4

Sin’

+3.0
i

02293

.1

0,11

0800 0500PM

8-5

+3.0
AME /01111,-,

+3.0

01149

046A - BEGINNING CERAMICS I

to(

"

+3.0
01311 1

072- COMPUTER GRAPHICS
Al

If

077- BEGINNING 3D ANIMATION

+3.0

02286

079 -WEB GRAPHICS

+3.0

01255

02296
02297

ATHLETICS AND PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

02299
02299

010- BASEBALL. HITTING

+1.0
111311

ROFIEI

011 -BASEBALL. FUNDAMENTALS

ion 1v1t L FAA FIELD

+1.0
ROBB

2.0
STAF

101

SSU
0800-0500PM 8-3
Pl US 171, HAS LAB BY ARRG

3.0
SW

101 LEC MTW
0400-0545PM B-209
AB MTW
0603.0745PM 0-3
Pt (IS 175 FIRS LAB BY ARRG

101 LEC
LAB
102 LEC
LAB
103 LEC
LAB
104 LEC
LAB
105 LEC
LAB

MTWTH
MW
MTWTH
TTH
MPATTH
MTWTH
M1WTH
MW
MTWTH
TIN

0900-1105AM
1115-1230PM
0900-1105AM
1115-1220PM
0800-1215PM
12250145PM
0600-0805PM
0815-0930PM
0600-0805PM
08150935PM

042- PROGRAM DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
02300

208

101 LAB MTW

LEG NOW

3.0

COVEY

3.0

B-201
136
13-201
13-6
13-209
13-4
B-201
B-4
B-201
134

01396

+3.0

+3.0

101

MTWTH

3.0

101500135PM F.7

LISTENBEE/
FREY

Pi 11‘1; II, HAS LAB BY ARRG

002- INTRODUCTION TO WORLD LITERATURE +3.0
MTWTH

01405

0800 1005AM GE211 SKLUTE

MACHINE TECHNOLOGY
03570

101

Miw IF

0800 1045AM

4.0

109

FLORES

109
1093

STAFF
STAFF

1C1 - INTRODUCTION TO MACHINE
TECHNOLOGY
04300

0)1 [IC M rWl I
LAP Mr VVTF

1100-1255PM
1255-0240PM

3.0

153A - CNC OPERATOR/PROGRAMMER 1
03032

101

m \NTH

0600 1050PM

109

5.0

MCSHERRY

153B - CNC OPERATOR/PROGRAMMER 2
03035

101

MTWTH

5.0

109

MCSHERRY

1015-1220PM

S-12

AHLBEFTG

0800 1005AM

S-12

AHLBERG

06001050PM

MATHEMATICS
021 - PRECALCULUS ALGEBRA
01411

101

M1W111

3.0

022 - TRIGONOMETRY
02943

101

MIWTH

3.0

101

MTWTH

1015-1220PM

3.0

GEII3 STAFF

03041
03091

10)
102

mlwTH
MlvVIH

3.0

0800-1005AM GE 113 PARDO
1015-1220PM GE107 BANKS. J

071 - CALCULUS I WITH ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY
01342
01349

1.. I
III.’

mrwTH
MTWTH

0830-1205PM
0800-0935PM

5.0

GE I 1 1 PHELPS
S-10
VAJJHALA

101

MTWTH

0830-1205PM

5.0

S-14

JONISH

1.0-2.0
0800.0850AM V.11
0900-0430PM V.11

STAFF
STAFF

MULTIMEDIA

1.0-6.0
0800-0850AM 8-201
0900.0430PM V.11

STAFF
STAFF

okynaitils..e

072 - COMPUTER GRAPHICS
01178

101

MIWTH

0500 0915PM

1-5

- BEGINNING 3D ANIMATION
M1W1H 0500 09I5PM
101
01249

8-2

BELLI

B-2

STAFF

F-6

BEHROOZI

1.117/1110800-1005AM F-7

BEHROOZI

077

ECONOMICS

- ALIA
E4t
U1

079 - WEB GRAPHICS
01255

1.)1

MTWTH

, ,

1

+3.0
1015-0230PM

010A - INTRODUCTION TO MACROECONOMIC
THEORY
3.0
.

’ ’

’

0900.1005AM
I 4,30-083’>PM

GE:’23 1011’1 H
GE 121 STAF

010B - INTRODUCTION TO MICROECONOMIC
THEORY
3.0
.

02384

1’ q0

’

:1273 1/1110 11

Music
099 - INTRODUCTORY MUSIC
01252

Folwn I
101

MIWTH

+3.0

to

+1.0

101

1,IIWIA-1

+1.0

0800-1005AM F-7
F-7

BEHROOZI
BEHROOZI

PHILOSOPHY
107 L

HERNANDEZ

4.0
107-L

0600-1015PM

107-N

060- LOGIC: CRITICAL REASONING
01318

101

MTWTH

1030 1235PM

3.0

GE 127 UPTON

PEKARFK

079- MICROPROCESSOR FUNDAMENTALS
02387

1030-12317/17

020813-CLABwH
07 I S GUITARmTT+1.0
08m 1005Am

3.0

0530 1045PM
0600 1015PM

MIWTH

058A - BEGINNING GUITAR
01297

131 - PERSONAL COMPUTER
HARDWARE REPAIR
LFIVVIIi

101

058B - BEGINNING GUITAR

ELECTRONICS/COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

3.0

NGUYEN, T

PHYSICAL SCIENCE
015- FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY
01322

ENGLISH
001A - ENGLISH COMPOSITION
02390
02391
02392
02393
02394
02395
02397
02398
02399
05598
02401
02403
03088
SKYPT
001C 02404

1111
102
103
104
105
106
107

iWIti
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH

IFF00 1005017
0800 1005AM
0800-1005AM
1030-1235PM
1030-1235PM
0630-0835PM
0630 0835PM

3.0
131 101
GE203
GE 109
GE109
GE203
GE101
GE 105

GREEN I
OAZI. J
LEVINSON
DIRCK. R
BEIRNE
HOPKINS. W
VASCAN

III.’
110
103
105
106

MTWTH
MIWTH
MIWTH
M I WTF-1
MIWTH
M.W71-1
MW

0800-1005AM
1030-1235PM
1030-1235PM
0420.0635PM
0630-0835PM
0640-0845PM
05300920PM

GE205
GE205
0E201
GE 111
GE205
GE203
SKYPT

D1RCK, R
LEVINSON
OAZI
DITOMMASO
CHAPA
DITOMMASO
STAFF

3.0

CRITICAL THINKING/COMPOSITION
I.114/01

1030-1235PM

3.0

101

MIWI11

.0.

1717/Ill

0800-1005AM GE211 SKLUTE

01175

MTV/ 1H

0E103

1030-1735P17

3.0
miLLNER
+3.0

0E121 COVARPUBIAS

GUIDANCE
m1w1..

4.0

106
SONG
104/106SONG

030A - INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY
03095

101 I ¶ C. WWII
LAB MIWTF4

1,, ,1 I

NY)AM

9,- 1220PM

I. 10
S-4

3.0
ADAAACZESKI
ADAMCZESKI

004A - GENERAL PHYSICS
01193

101 LEC MTWTH
LAB MTWTH

5.0

0800 1050AM S-1
DAVE. T
1100-0105PM S-1/S-3 DAVE T

POLITICAL SCIENCE
001 - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT IN
AMERICA
01180

101

MIWTH

1030 1235PM

3.0

(IF 103 NOORI

PSYCHOLOGY
010 - GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
01223
01230

101
102

MTWTH
MTWTH

1015-01377/U
0600-0920PM

+3.0
GE 119 PRICE
GE223 BUTLER

001A - INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN
SIGN LANGUAGE
01150
03092

101
102

miwTH
MTWTH

1015.0135pm
0600 0920PM

0-l05
D-105

+3.0
BARTLEY
STAFF

SOCIAL SCIENCES

095- COLLEGE STUDY TECHNIQUES
ADLTE

0800-1005AM
1015 1220PM

SIGN LANGUAGE

woo (1E10,4’M

030- MEXICAN AMERICAN CULTURE
In’

101 t II MTWTH
1 AB MIWTH

GE211 SKLUTE

ETHNIC STUDIES
03589

STAFF
0600-0655PM 9.1
0710-0955PM 0-207 STAFF

001 - INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL AND
PERFORMING ARTS

01362

020 - AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE
POINDEXTER
POINDEXTER
POINDEXTER
POINDEXTER
VU
VU
VU
VU
VU
VU

3.0

GE 123 HICKLING
GE 125 YANCEY /

072 - CALCULUS II WITH ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY

002 - INTRODUCTION TO WORLD LITERATURE +3.0

DODGE
DODGE

10301235PM
0600-0920PM

061 - FINITE MATHEMATICS

COVEY

X109 - COSMETOLOGY

107(31. MTWIF
I All Ml WOE

NAM Ihi
MTWTH

HUMANITIES

03039

COSMETOLOGY

01405

041 - INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
02296

III

01249

EIS()
0800-0500PM 13-3
F 5 FIRS I AB BY ARRG

026- DESIGNING WEB-BASED AND
TRAINING MATERIALS

+3.0

01178

101
pt (it.;

024 - CGI AND PERL PROGRAMMING
FOR THE WEB
02263

092 - SURVEY OF ART HISTORY RENAISSANCE TO PRESENT

’1

0500 00 1r PM

101
102

051 - MATHEMATICS FOR GENERAL
EDUCATION

001B - ENGLISH COMPOSITION

015- SUPPORTING NT SERVER 4.0
ENTERPRISE TECHNOLOGIES

02294

01154

01305

’

023 - JAVA SCRIPT PROGRAMMING
FOR THE WEB

01275

208

IT W Ti

02373

02386

+3.0

Regular Summer Session. June 19-July 28

ACCOUNTING

KOZLOWSKI

152-TV CIRCUITS

045 - SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION

Summer 2000

GEE (
GEE 1+2.0

+3.0

ANHCA

02385

01173

SSU
0800-0500PM 13-4
PLUS 175 FIRS LAB BY ARRG

1015 0135PM GE125 YANCEY
0600 0805PM GE 123 LIBBY

0178- HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

01271

K-30
SCHIHRMADo II

070 - CHILD DEVELOPMENT
02287

13-206
8-4

109B - ADVANCED CABINET/FURNITURE
MAKING

02383
03087

3.0

143 - INTRODUCTION TO THE HIGH/SCOPE
CURRICULUM
ID I

+1.0

0830-0920PM
05300800PM

196- SUPPORTING MS WINDOWS

3.0

CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES

02288

024 - BEGINNING DRAWING

MCELROY
MCELROY
STAFF
MCELROY
MCELROY

098 - DIRECT STUDY

3.0

146 - CHILD GUIDANCE AND DISCIPLINE

PSYCHOLOGY

01113

+3.0

101 I EC 171W
0600-0745PM 8-209
LAB MT W
0800-0945PM B-1
PLUS 17 5 FIRS LAB BY ARRG
102 TAB MTW
0400-0545PM B- I
I EC MTW
0600-0745PM 13209
PLUS 1751-IRS I All BY ARRG

HI /.

109- MICROSOFT OFFICE 97
MIWTH 0900-0230PM B-3
02243
101

02268

021 - MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING

+1.0
GEE. L
GEE. L

X109 - COSMETOLOGY

071 - LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS

02262

020 - FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

8-7
8-7

0600-0650PM
0700-0930PM

V

MARIANT/
SHIA()
MARIAND
SHIA

107- CHILD, FAMILY AND COMMUNITY

010 - GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
m5/1

DODGE

4.0

II.

- INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
02241
F.01N
0700-0945PM E3205

060- LOGIC: CRITICAL REASONING

+2.0

175

101 LEG MTW
LAB MTW

MTW111
MTWTH

100- PRINCIPLES OF TECHNICAL TRADE

V

D ELISCU
D ELISCU
D’ELISCU

082

052 - MATHEMATICS FOR ELEMENTARY
EDUCATION

+3.0

STAFF

100- DOS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS
080505001117 8.5
HAS LAB 131 ARRG

931
102

STAFF

CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY

BUSINESS

055%

01105

t.3
0800-0500PM B-1
PI US 175 HRS LAB BY ARRG

’’37/1)
’.13 //TI

051 - MATHEMATICS FOR GENERAL
EDUCATION

113,

v
V

+4.0

1015-1220PM
0800-1005AM
0830-0330PM

010A - NATURAL SCIENCE

05570

002 - INTRODUCTION TO WORLD
LITERATURE

AMEZOL0TA

069- NOVEL SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION I

02370

+3.0

05596’

+3.0

v704 0600 1020PM 13-6
. 17 5 FIRS LAB BY ARRG

01384
01388

+3.0

067- ADMINISTERING MS EXCHANGE
SERVER
+3.0
0800-0500PM B.1
STAFF
02305
- .
1
068- ADMINISTERING MICROSOFT SQL
SERVER
+3.0

02310

STAGNARO
STAFF
WOODHEAD
SPRINGER

021A - GENERAL BIOLOGY

3.0
’

1

3.0

017A - HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES

01389
01390

PFEIFFER

157- INTRODUCTION TO UNIX

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

05594
05595

+10

STAFF

195- MICROSOFT WINDOWS

ENGLISH
001B - ENGLISH COMPOSITION

MTWTH oscrHoxem B-6
Pi US 17 5 FIRS LAB BY ARRG

02304

+1.0
FITCR
FITCR
FITCR
FITCR

+3.0

LUNDIE

066 - WINDOWS NT SERVER

02309

HUE RTA
STAFF
HUE PTA
STAFF

HS
HS
HS
HS

1111E11

,,3,1:1;

I.

’(US

+1.0

MIWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH
MTWTH

101
102
103
104

01418
04292
01654
02235

010A -INTRODUCTION TO MACROECONOMIC
THEORY
3.0
1.11i/Iii

102
103
104
105

1ISU
0800-0500PM 8-201
II US 175 HAS LAB BY ARRG

02308

MTWTFS 0930-1135AM 1/1-GYM HITE FT TA
MTWITS 0200-0500PM 1A-GYM HUERTA

056 - WEIGHT TRAINING

ECONOMICS
05573

+ 0.5

052 -VOLLEYBALL

200- SUPERVISED SKILLS LAB
05593

101
arqi

10

GAY

052 - VOLLEYBALL
157- INTRODUCTION TO UNIX

02303

0830 1030ANI ST GC STAGNARO
BY ARRG 14 HRS)
STAGNARO

042 - SWIMMING

.33

05580

MT
TN

’SU
0800-0500PM S.7
Itt US 175 HAS LAB BY ARRG

065 - WINDOWS NT WORKSTATION

GAY

040 - SOFTBALL

+3.0

062 - PC HARDWARE AND DIAGNOSTICS

02302

+1.0

101

01379

’

063- NETWORK TELECOMMUNICATIONS

+1.0

MTWTF

024- GOLF

MI* III
1-117’

Sanier Session
Just 11
per mit

062- PC HARDWARE AND DIAGNOSTICS
02301

OBERG
OBERG
OBERG
CARR
CARR
GUEVARA
STAFF
CARR
GUEVARA
STAFF

013- FOOTBALL

’

,

2 0 0 0.

1 6 .

www s jcc edu

012 - BASKETBALL

4 -Week Summer Session: June 5 -June 30

05581

a y

Summer 2000 General Education Classes

Summer 2000

05579

M

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE

4-week
Summer Session
begkis Juni 5"
Just 811
per unit

05575

Daily

110’,AM

11 205

+1.0
MAMINE

020 - AFRICAN AMERICAN CULTURE
03569

1()1

MAWNI

0600 08051’M

01175

HISTORY
001 - SURVEY AMERICAN HISTORY
01382

1111

l.IIWI II

ONO() 1005AM

101

MTWTH

1030- 1235F’M

3.0

GE 103 MILLNER

030- MEXICAN AMERICAN CULTURE

+9.0

1

6E121 COVARRIBAS

3.0

GI 173 GH111MAN

PLUS MANY MORE MI OTHER DISCIPLINES! REGISTER NOM
OVER 200 CLASSES,
have basic skills and course prerequisites

Note: Many courses

which may require a placement test or a copy of your latest transcript.
Please call our Counseling Department at 288-3750 now to insure your eligieility.

A

MAI

a

EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE

4-week
Sunnier Session
bilks June 5 3
Just ’11
per unit

Summer 2000 General Education Classes

270-6441

Summer 2000

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

4 -Week Summer Session: June 5 -June 30

003 - INTRODUCTION TO A & P

ART
090 - ART APPRECIATION
05640

+3.0

02823

,M

wwwevcedu

5.0
AL.,22,1

HAYS
’ PM AE26 1 REDOING!
HAYS

020 - HUMAN BIOLOGY
o )899

AC162 DO,
1005AM AE259 DOH
1 ‘2.,OPM AC162 D01-36A
I 220PM

4.0

BIOLOGY

02921

065- WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
03902
070- MICROBIOLOGY

+3.0
NICHOLS RC

ECONOMICS

3.0

010A- PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS -MACRO 3.0
111350

5.0

03935

010B- PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS-MICRO 3.0
01399
134
0600. , 0101’M Hf. 32)1 PATYK

BUSINESS
3.0

082 - INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS
05642

10- ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
03904

4.0

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
020- ORAL COMMUNICATION
05654
045- SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION
1.111,1,’ 1 _2,
05643 232

3.0

BusINESS

3.0

071 - LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS 3.0
01373

82- INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS

3.0

013/7

DRAMA
040 - INTRODUCTION TO FILM
05644

+3.0

BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEMS
95 - MICROSOFT WINDOWS

1.0

01179

109- INTRODUCTION TO MICROSOFT OFFICE
+1.5
(MS Office 2000)

ECONOMICS
010A

05645

01183

INTRO TO MACROECONOMIC THEORY 3.0

121 - INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD
WIDE WEB
01265

003-

001 - SURVEY OF AMERICAN HISTORY

3.0

01160

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

1.0

011A - COMPUTER KEYBOARDING
01161
011B

MATHEMATICS

-

COMPUTER KEYBOARDING
AND DOCUMENT FORMATTING

PHILOSOPHY

+1.0

3.0

+1.0

012- PRODUCTION KEYBOARDING
01167

+1 0

BEGINNING MICROSOFT WORD

1.5

1.5

04298

CHEMISTRY
3.0

001 - INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS
05652

4.0

FAMILY

&

PF OF f

+1.0
r Kyr\

CONSUMER STUDIES

020- APPAREL CONSTRUCTION/
BASIC SEWING
2.0
435 0.1
02935
050 - LIFE MANAGEMENT
+3.0
0600.1005PM A8134 STAFF
02936

30A- INTRODUCTION TO CHEMISTRY

3.0

4.0

ANALYSIS

Regular Summer Session. June 19 - July 28

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
+4.0

020- FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
01126

ART
090- ART APPRECIATION
01157

3.0

020 - ORAL COMMUNICATION
02965
02966
040- INTRODUCTION TO ARr UMENT
02967
045- SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION
02968

3.0

AUTOMOTIVE
102-AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS
3.0
,AM AF160 SAr.H
02914 201 LEC MIWIH Or
PA,
LAB MTWTH 0955-1245PM AF 160 SANCHEI

010 - INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTING
AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
01385

136-AUTO WORK EXPERIENCE
(Ford ASSET)
RV AHHANctt
02916 201

2.0

001 - INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS
03931 201 L EC MTWTH 0800.092,

3.0

GUIDANCE

02939
+ 1.0

143-

03078

I

10 I, L,143151 3-205

03105

,

ot

3.0
1.0

2.0

PRODUCT DATA MANAGEMENT

1.0

1,) ’

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
030- FIT FOR LIFE -DS
01930

RI IMM

+3.0
STAFF

52222

NURSING
100 - INTRODUCTION TO NURSING
CAREERS
2.0
MTWTH 1230-0200PM AA202 ALBERS J
02922 201

010- INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
3.0
MTWTH 0800-1005AM C1018 CLARK D
03542 701
060 - LOGIC AND CRITICAL REASONING
3.0
MTWTH 1015+1220PM C10113 CLARK D
03568 201

PHOTOGRAPHY
022 - ELEMENTARY PHOTOGRAPHY
01404 201
MTWTH 0800 1220PM Ra 142

5.0
EZOUERRO

0.5

.
01.01
STAFF
KHAN C

+3.0
NICHOLS RC

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
008- ARCHERY
03108 201
MTWTH 0630-0835PM
009- BADMINTON
MTWTH 0600-0710PM
03109 201
009- BADMINTON
MTWTH 1015-1220PM
03121 ,102
012- BASKETBALL
03122 701
MTWTH 0800-1005PM
022 - STEP CROSS TRAINING
m1wT t+ 1015-1220PM
03123

+1.0
FIELD FRAIRE N
+0.5
GYM STAFF
+1.0
GYM STAFF
+1.0
GYM

BRAVO D

PEL DUKE /".0
"
CARDINAL
034-RACQUETBALL
+0.5
MIWTH 0630-0740PM RBCT STAFF
03571 201
+1.0
038-SOCCER
MTWT HE 0300-0430PM FIELD BRAVO, 0
03131 201
IT
,,,,rse )s designed for women )
MTWTHF 0500-0630PM
03132
202
lThs COurSe ,5 designed ’or men )

BRAVO D

FIELD

1.0
039-HATHA YOGA
MTWTH 0800-1005AM PE204 DUKE
03133 201
046 -TENNIS
+1.0
MTWTH 0800-1005AM COURTS OLSEN J
03573 201
03574 702
MTWTH 1015-1220PM COURTS OLSEN J
052 - VOLLEYBALL
+1.0
TW H 1230-0235PM GYM DUKE/
03135 2,1
CARDINAL
053 - WALK/JOG
+0.5
1412,11-F 0830-0940AM GYM
03136 201
CARDINAL
055- AEROBICS WITH MUSIC
+1.0
(Step Aerobics)
201

MTWTH

0600-0805PM

PE204

STAFF

056 - WEIGHT TRAINING
+1.0
03138 702
MTWTH 0800-1005AM PE205 PAYNE J
03139 203
MTWTH 1015-1220PM PE205 PAYNE)
MTWTH 1230-0235PM PE205 PAYNE J
03140 :04
MTWTH 0600-0805PM PE205 STAFF
03141 705
060 - WILDERNESS SPORTS
0.5
Rock C1,3,Fg
MATERIAL FEE: $45.00
M
03102 201

0600.0915PM PE202 PRATT N
060 -WILDERNESS SPORTS
0.5
r
Hiking
T
202
0600-0915PM PE202 PRATT N
03143
0.5
060 -WILDERNESS SPORTS
io
Knyang
.
W
0600-0915PM PE202 PRATT N
03144 203

POLITCAL SCIENCE
NGUYEN G

3.0
001 - AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
MTWTH 0800-1005AM AD123 NOONAN. JR
03545 ,’u1
MTWTH 1015-1220PM AD I 23 ADKINS. W
03546
202

N1 +^+1,’

3.0
1005AM RE311
1220PM RE311

PROPAS FL
NEFFELEINGER

017B - HISTORY OF U.S.
3.0
MTW0+
+005AM PE105 VIERRA, EJ
03106
0235PM AC162 PROPAS. FL
03107

PSYCHOLOGY
+3.0

001 - GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
MTWTH 1015+ i220PM
,1
03547
03548

++,2

MTWTH

13600 21805PM

060- PERSONAL GROWTH AND
ADJUSTMENT
MTWTH 0800-1005AM
03549 201

2’,

4

CARoTHE ’F
CAR,

’3.0
C2gli

lAf

MATHEMATICS
021 - PRE-CALC ALGEBRA
3.0
’ ’AM R0301 CARR(
03916
141 2,11’
03917
1220PM AA202 ZIMMERMAN
022 - TRIGONOMETRY
3.0
MTW1H 0800-1005AM AA202 ZIMMERMAN
03918
03919
M TWIN 1015 1220PN1 65212 ESPINOSA J
3.0
061 - FINITE MATHEMATICS
1,.+112,111 0800-1005AM AF231 WOLFF I
03920 "2
’ ’
MTWTH 1015-1220PM AF231 JACKSCT
03921
063- ELEMENTARY STATISTICS
3.0
077", 201
MTWTH 0800-1005AM AB134 KY TC
MTWTH 1015-1220PM AB134 WOLFF I
0302.. . ’02
MtWT++ 1140 0145PM A5132 STARRATT
03924 "03
071 - CALCULUS I/ANALYTIC GEOMETRY
5.0
10 i5 0120PM C209 AVIONOMOVA
03925 III
072 - CALCULUS WANALYTIC GEOMETRY 5.0
03926 ,01
MTWTH 1015.0120PM RD301 CARROLL BJ

SOCIAL SCIENCE
+3.0
028 - THIRD WORLD CULTURES
WW1 H 1015-1220PM 3-203 VILLARREAL
03550 .’Il
+3.0
030 - MEXICAN-AMERICAN CULTURE
M1WTH 0800-1005AM 3203 VILLARREAL
03552 701
040 - VIETNAMESE-AMERICAN CULTURE +3.0
MTWTH 0600-0805PM RE 311 STAFF
03561 201

WORK EXPERIENCE
136- OCCUPATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
1.0-4.0
PARALLEL PLAN
138- OCCUPATIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
ALTERNATE PLAN
+1.0-8.0

+0.5

OVER 200 CLASSES, PLUS MANY MORE IN OTHER DISCIPLINES/ REGISTER NOW!

flo

I.E

3.0

DIMENSIONING & TOLERANCING

086- PLANNING EDUCATIONAL FUTURES + 1.0
21,1

193 -NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
01413
’’
01418
01419
MTWTH 0800-1005AM
01420
MTWTH 1000-1205PM Al .4!
01423 :109
MTWTH 1000.1205PM Al 141
01424 .’10
MW)"’ 0630.0835PM AF 141
01862 213
0630-0835PM AF 141
01866 214
0630-0835PM AF 141
01869 215
01883
’ ’
193- NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION ESL FOCUS
1000,1205PM AE141
01784

017A - HISTORY OF U.S.
03104
’.^ ’

+3.0

040- INTERNET PUBLISHING
01386
062- ORACLE PLJSOL
01391
063- ADVANCED SQL AND SQL PLUS
01393

142-

1412,11.

3.0
001 - SURVEY OF AMERICAN HISTORY
1,4 PE105 STAFF
03100
. I M RE311 DUNAWAY
03102

COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING
AND DESIGN (CADD)

0930 11 +

F

HISTORY

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY

FORD ASSET CLASSES

Hi

3.0

+3.0

PARO

1.5

0800 I 220114AFI171

Music

03137

GUIDANCE

65- OUANTIATIVE
03908

ACCOUNTING

001A - ELEMENTARY SPANISH
03563

03906

Summer 2000

2o10

GUIDANCE

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

015- FUNDAMENTALS OF CHEMISTRY
03905

03907

085- BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS

10A - ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
4.0
11412,1.22011.1 AE251 GONZALEZ III
1230.0235PM AE251 GONZALEZ III

3.0

PHYSICS

LAB MTWTH

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

(*130-1108Am

011C - COMPUTER KEYBOARDING AND
DOCUMENT PROCESSING
01163

116A - BEGINNING WORD PERFECT

010- INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY
05649
060- LOGIC AND CRITICAL REASONING
05650

3.0
271
0800-1005AM L, 101A WANG, J
202
MTWTH 0800.1005AM C203 MARVIN
203
MTWTH 1015.1220PM PEI05 WANG. J
204
MTWTH 1015-1220PM C 10IA AYTCH
205
MTWTH 1015.1220PM C103 BLADES ST
206
MTWTH 1230.0235PM RF132 STAFF
207
MTWTH 1230-0235PM AB231 STAFF
208
MTWTH 1230-0235PM C 10 IA MARVirf
209
MTWTH 0600-0805PM AB231 STAFF
0600-0805PM GIOIA BRETT
02791
1010PM C-209 STAFF
001B - ENGLISH COMPOSITION
3.0
02793 201
M1W1H U800-1005AM C-206 WILSON
02794 702
MTWTH 0800-1005AM CpE-2204068WZIMILSMOENR
02797 .’03
MTWTH 1015-1220PM
02800
?04
MTWTH 1015.1220PM cCp-21004i STAFF
0 INs
02801
’05
MW
0600.1010PM
02802 .,06
MTWTH 0600-0805PM C-204 BLADES SP
02803 207
MTWTH 0600-0805PM A5132 GODDARD
MTWTH 1230 0235PM C204 STAFF
02804 .f08
080 - MEXICAN-AMERICAN LITERATURE
+3.0
MTWTH 0800 1005AM PE107 REGUA RC
02805 +01

085- BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS

106A04297

1,

PHILOSOPHY

ENGLISH COMPOSITION

+1.0

01162

051 7 MATH FOR GENERAL EDUCATIQII
.3.0
05647
052- MATH FOR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 3.0
05648

ENGLISH
001A 02767
02768
02774
02777
02779
02780
02781
02784
02785
02788

+1.0

125 - WEB DESIGN I INTERNET PUBLISHING 3.0
01274

HISTORY

20

DRAMA
040 - INTRODUCTION TO FILM
01394
’1 .’.
0630-1010PM L -I01

3.0

03901

3.0

MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY
113- COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN/
MANUFACTURING

091 - MUSIC APPRECIATION
MTWTH 1015 1220PM
01402 2/ 1

061 - HEREDITY AND MAN

061 - HEREDITY AND MAN
05641

056 - WEIGHT TRAINING-DS
+0.5
01929 %I
MIA, fn. 0945.1 touAM P6202/PE205
NELSON

Note: Many courses have basic skills and course prerequisites which may require a placement test or a copy of your latest transcript.
Please call our Counseling Department at 270-6475 now to insure your eligibility.
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Papin-less SaberCats
wrangle Oklahoma 37-30
DAILY STAFF WRITER

said. "They weren’t letting pitches go 11%.
After not playing sin, e May 3, Adinolfi
said the Spartans were rusty from a 10-day
break.
"We should have scheduled some nonconfirfuice g;tines to keep the rii(imeritum
going," Aditiolfi said.
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games have- a 1 p.m. start time.

College World Series
Unlike years past, the WAC tournament
will not take place this season.
But the team that finishes first in the
conference will receive an automatic bid
into the College World Series.
The 64-team field will begin play May 26
in 16 regional sites, each of which will contain tour teams.
The double elimination tournament’s
path will lead to Omaha for the finals
scheduled to be played June 9-17.
If the Spartans are unable to win two
games, they still can hope for an at-large
bid, which will be selected at noon on May
22.

Softball team splits senes
The Spartan softball team split its road
trip against Portland, winning the second
game 10-1, and losing the first game 0-2.
In the first game, Portland pitcher
Morgan Seibert held the Spartans to one hit
in the 0-2 defeat.
Spartan pitcher Brooke Reed dropped
her record to 9-14 and gave up two runs on
live hits in the loss.
In Game 2, Kara Kenney made sure the
Spartans jumped ahead and stayed there, in
the 10-1 win.
Kanney, an infielder, hit a grand slam in
the second inning en route to ice the victory.
Portland’s only run came in the second
inning on a double by Jessica Guerrero.
Five Spartans had two hits in the second
game of the series.
Spartan winning pitcher Christine
Akin increased her personal record to 817 and allowed only five hits the entire
game.

The SaberCats may have themselves a new play.
It could be called the "hitch and
Roe."
In Friday’s game against the
previously unbeaten and divisionleading Oklahoma Wranglers,
wide receiver James Roe made a
move that left his defender flatfooted. It also left him without
someone - namely Roe - to defend.
Having lined up on the six-yard
line on the right side, Roe had
pulled up short on his pattern to
draw in the Wrangler defender.
Then, waiting for the defender
to move up, Roe rushed on by.
"The corner bit really hard (on a
fake throw by Grieb to Roe)," said
Roe. "Mark (Grieb) found me in the
back of the end zone wide open."
More than 13,000 fans were in
attendance Friday at the San Jose
Arena to watch the SaberCats
scratch out a 37-30 victory during
the season rematch against their
Western Division rival Oklahoma
Wranglers.
The win moved the SaberCats
(3-2) to within one game of division
leaders Arizona and Oklahoma (41).
On May 19, the SaberCats are
scheduled to travel to Buffalo to
face the Destroyers (0-5).
Another crucial play in Friday’s
game was when SaberCat defensive specialist Tommy Jones
picked off a tipped pass in the second quarter near mid field.
A play later, the SaberCats
cashed in on the interception.
Shalon Baker, on a fly pattern
down the right sideline, tried to
create distance between himself
and an Oklahoma defender in the
end zone. While Baker got the necessary space, he also got himself
twisted around looking for the ball.
"He dropped it in the spot,"
Baker said about the pass he

caught from quarterback Mark
Grieb to put the SaberCats up 2013.
The ’hitch and Roe," however,
would still need to be called.
"We hit a lull in the third quay
ter," said lineman Albrey Batik
explaining a second half letdim
that allowed the Wranglers to
retake the lead at 30-27. "We got
the win. That’s all that matters."
Three weeks ago in Oklahoma,
the SaberCats missed a chance for
a season sweep against the
Wranglers, known last season as
the Portland Forest Dragons. San
Jose fell to the Wranglers 68-64,
bringing the SaberCats* series lead
to 6-2. The SaberCats applied au
aggressive defensive that helped
limit the Wranglers to 254 total
yards while giving up 30 points
The offensive, playing without specialist Steve Papin, managed to
scratch out 37 points on 219 total
yards.
Last year, Papin tied the season
record for combined kick returns
for touchdowns (7).
The SaberCats and the visiting
Wranglers traded touchdowns
twice in the first half tying the
score at 13-13 at 10:57 in the second quarter.
Another Grieb-Baker touchdown
connection, took the SaberCats into
halftime with a 27-16 lead. San Jose
saw their lead slip away in the third
quarter as the Wrangler offense
began to break the San Jose defense
with short passes to the weak side.
sawing two unanswered touchdowns.
"We were rolling the zone to the
field (strong side)," said head coach
Darren Arbet. "We didn’t want to
give up the deep ball like we did last
game (three weeks ago in PortlandC
Quarterback Mark Grieb, who
helped the SaberCats to a 54-52 win
against the Iowa Barnstormers.
offered his input on the new play.
"We had noticed the outside corner would sit on (the) short route.
and we want to take him deep."
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HotVoice to the World,
00! No Kidding!

1

Wherever
06J
This Su
Keep In Co
With Friends!
"o one has the worldwide voice that HotVoice does.
Now in over 25 countries with more added daily.
India
Denmark
Bulgaria
USA
Indonesia
France
Australia Canada
Iran
Germany
China
Belgium
Italy
Hong Kong
Czech Repuhlu
Brazil

Japan
Malaysia
Netherlands
Norway.

Singapore
South Africa
Sweden
Taiwan

UAE
United Kingdom

Now your friends, family and colleagues in any of
HotVoice’s over 25 countries can communicate
with you at no charge. Just register at
www.hotvoice.com. Your phone number
is your ID so it’s easy to rememberThen
your friends can call a local number
and leave a voicemail, send a fax or
an email. And your mom, who
knows nothing about computers,
simply uses her telephone! You use
your computer, phone or fax to
retrieve the messagesall at
local telephone charges. So it’s
no charge to you! Because nothing
beats HotVoice. The voice heard
round the world!

Choose the way .you
want to be heard: phone-to-pc,
fax-to-pc or email-to-pc!

HoNsice
i
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One world. One voice.
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-Graduation
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1. Get a car I like.
2. Get a great deal and
easy financing.
3. Still be able to afford
pizza every day.
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In the "real world", helping hands don’t come easy.
But to give you a head start, Nissan says you may even qualify for a great finance
rate on a new car! Get College Grad Assistance of $500 dollars cash back on the
2000 Sentra & Frontier* if you’re going to graduate within the next 6 months, or if
you’ve graduated within the last 24 months from a 2 or 4 year U.S. college!
Current students may qualify - please see your local dealer for details.

Come See The
2000 Sentra SE!
Bold styling
180 Watt 7 speaker AM/FM/CD Audio system available
16" Alloy Wheols available
Power Windows, Mirrors, Door Locks & Cruise Control
Dual rear cupholders
8 -way adjustable driver’s seat

Stevens Creek Nissan

Capitol Nissan

4855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Santa Clara
(408) 983-5900

1120 W. Capitol Expwy Auto Mall
San Jose
(408) 978-1234

DRIVEN:
NIssanDrIvon.com

,I
MO College Graduate Cash Back from Nissan when you purchase or lease a new 2000 Nissan Sentra or Frontier (not available on Crew Cab) through Nissan Motor Acceptance Corporation or Nissan Infiniti LT,
with proof of graduation within the next 6 months (or past 2 years) from an accredited US two or four year university, college, graduate school or nursing school. You must be currently employed or have a formal
job offer. Restrictions on the College Graduate Finance Program apply. See participating retailer for complete details. Offer ends June 30, 2000. Nissan, the Nissan Logo, DRIVEN, and Nissan Model Names are
Nissan trademarks. iO 2000 North America, Inc.

NI

Couple faces charges in child’s death
A
OAKLAND. Calif (AP,
couple faces felony charges atter a
3-year-old in their care drank a
fatal dose of methadone that had
been stored in his plastic mice
cup.
Joseph Thompson. 54. and his
wife, Deborah Thompson. 43. were
charged with child endangerment
by prosecutors who say the couple’s carelessness caused the
death of Joecorri Peterson.
"It was very tragic," says Sgt.
Joe Olives, who was one of the
officers who was called to the
Thompsons’ residence after the
boy drank the methadone last
January. "They’re not bad people;
they loved him. The only problem
is they loved their dope more.
That’s what he died of"
The Thompsons have been

jailed since their arrest in
February. Last week, a judge
ordered them to stand trial and
they are scheduled to be
arraigned in Alameda County
Superior Court on May 23.
The two could face up to six
years in prison on the child
endangerment charge, said prosecutor Tim Wellman.
Traces of cocaine were also
found in the boy’s system, which
police said could have been due to
secondhand smoke from others
smoking crack cocaine in the
apartment.
Attorney Charles Jameson,
who is representing Deborah
Thompson, said she didn’t intend
to harm the boy.
"She’s not a well person and
she cared for this child, as I

understand it, since he was about so she would get a six-day supply
6 months old. She loved the child rather than having to come in
like her cwn," he said.
daily, Galindo said.
Police said Deborah Thompson
Police said Deborah Thompson
took Joecorri in because his moth- had not taken all the doses and
er, who has a number of other told her husband to put the
children, could not take care of methadone in the refrigerator.
him. The arrangement was inforOn the afternoon Joecorri
mal and did not involve county drank the methadone, Dorothy
officials.
Thompson was at a funeral. Police
The lead detective, Sgt. Gus said Joseph Thompson apparently
Galindo, was away for training forgot the methadone was in the
and could not be reached by The cup.
Associated Press Monday. But he
Thompson’s attorney declined
told The Oakland Tribune in a comment, saying he doesn’t disstory published Monday that both cuss pending cases.
The boy fell asleep after drinkThompsons are on methadone, a
synthetic narcotic drug used to ing the methadone and at about
wean addicts from heroin. They 10 p.m. Dorothy Thompson called
got the methadone from a clinic in authorities when she couldn’t
Berkeley. Deborah Thompson has wake him. The boy could not be
failing kidneys and is on dialysis, revived.

Cocktail waitresses begin anti-high-heel campaign
Casino
RENO, Nev. (AP)
cocktail waitresses fed up with
aching feet because of high -heeled
shoes told the gambling industry
what they think about having to
wear toe-gnarling, bunion-causing
footwear.
"Kiss My Foot."
That’s the theme of a statewide
campaign kicked off Monday by a
coalition of workers’ rights
groups, who say being forced to
wear high-heels is discriminatory
and puts women’s health in jeopardy.
"I don’t wear high-heels. I hate
high-heels,"
said
Kricket
Martinez, a Circus-Circus server
who is coordinator of the campaign.

Circus -Circus requires cocktail
waitresses to wear 1 -inch heels,
which is about the limit recommended by doctors, she said.
But she has worked other
places where juggling drink trays
that weigh up to 40 pounds while
teetering on spiked heels was the
norm.
"We want some respect, we
want some dignity and we want
them to kiss our feet," she said to
cheers.
About 40 waitresses and supporters gathered on the downtown Riverwalk to begin the campaign, sponsored by the Alliance
for Workers’ Rights, Nevada
Empowered Womens Project and
others.

The demonstrators held red"It’s ridiculous in this day and
and-white signs showing a pair of age," said John Pettey, a foreign
high heels in a slashed circle. The language professor at the
signs read, "Hey Boss Kiss My University of Nevada, Reno.
Foot."
"People should be able to wear
They piled well-worn, spike- whatever shoes they want."
Pettey showed up wearing rubheeled shoes on a simulated fire.
There was no flame, just puffs ber sandals.
from a small smoke machine.
Most in the crowd sported
"My question is why do women similar comfy footwear tennis
have to suffer physical pain for shoes, Birkenstocks, hiking
the visual pleasure of men?" boots.
asked Linda Kline, who has
Not Diane Underwood. She
wore black boots with a 2-inch
hauled cocktails for 20 years.
heel
while passing out coupons for
The coalition, which plans a
Las Vegas rally next, released an a free magnetic massage.
informal survey showing most
But her elevated stance was by
casinos impose height require- choice.
ments on the heels of women’s
"Besides, I have magnets on, in
shoes, some as high as 3 inches.
my shoes."

OK, it’s the Daily Wars- Anyways, thanks for hanging
Spartan Dal Editorial Staff
tough
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Take a break....
You’ve earned it!
When traveling this summer, Amtrak
invites you to kick back and enjoy the
scenery...and the savings. Traveling by
train gives you a sense of adventure and
freedom, whether you are traveling the
coast, passing through the mountains
or visiting another city.
Travel with a 30-day North America Rail
Pass and discover over 28,000 miles of
scenic railway in the U.S. and Canada.
30 days, unlimited stops, 2 countries,
one price:
Student
Advantage*
Member Price

Regular
NORTH AMERICA
RAIL PASS
Prke
Peak fare
$ 656
Off-peak fare
459
Peak lun - Oct ts, off-peak Jan 1- Mat p and Ott 16

590
413
De, p

As a Student Advantage Member you
receive io%* off a North America Rail
Pass and 15% off regular Amtrak fares.
To join Student Advantage, call 1 -80096 -AMTRAK.
Call 1 -800 -USA -RAIL or visit amtrak.corn
for information, schedules, fares and other
great deals.

Amtrakfi

www.amtrk.corn
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for prockacts or
services advertised below nor is
there any guarantee implied. The
dandled cokinurs of the Spirt=
Daly consist of paid advertising
and ollerkip are not approved or
reified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

MECHANICAL OR INDUSTRIAL
: ENGINEER Plastic manufacturer
in Santa Clara is seeking a graduating engineer who would like to
become a key element in a small
company. You would learn CNC
machine operations, programming
with Master Cam CAD/CAM
, software, and plastic fabricating
. techniques. Please send resume
to Amten, Inc. 991 Richard Ave.
Santa Clara, CA 95050 or Fax
i.’ 408492-1403. Call 408727-0314.

j

RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part-time
receptionist, mornings. weekends.
Call 363-4182.
LOVE KIDS... UKE TO SWIM?
How hiring caring teachers.
Experience is a plus.
No experience? We will train you!
Spring/Summer/Fall Swim
Lessons. AM/PM positions
available. Apply at AVAC, 5400
Camden Ave. SJ. 408/267-4032.
Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
ROUTE SALES, Great Summer
Job. Minimum $500 wk. Please
call 1-800-7756328.
CLERICAL POSITION at a medical
office. Almaden area. Perm P/T.
M F, flex hours. Fax resume to
408-997-9106, Attn: Lilian.
SECURITY START TODAY
Excellent Summer Job Opportunity
Working outdoors as a Pool Monitor
No certification req. Paid Training.
$8.5049.00/hr. FT/PT
Join our family. Apply-Atlas Secunty
3851 Charter Park Dr. #V Si
(408) 269-2191"
SUMMER JOBS
Doc. Handlers/warehouse pos.
availabe on a temp basis for
Ed. Research Co. in Morgan Hill.
For more info and applications
visit us at yvywz.eddata.com
SHIPPING CLERK
Light shipping. 20 hrs/week.
Flex hours. Sunnyvale.
Call Alicia at 408-985-7703.
PART-TIME HELPER IS NEEDED
for a networking company in A/P,
filing & data entry. Flexible hours,
M -F. Approx. 3-4/hrs a day.
Please call 408-945-4111/Lora
for details.
F/T RECEPTIONIST. IMMEDIATE
OPENING for San Jose Public
Relations finn in the Rose Garden
area. Must speak well, have excellent grammar, spelling and light
internet search skills. Ideal
candidate will have a great phone
voice, high energy and a sense of
humor. Fax resume to: Anita Bell
at 408-993-2251 or email:
anita_bell@prkinc.com
MARKETING Comm. Specialist.
Assists in the development of promotional matenals, campaigns &
special events, writes & produces
internal & external newsletters.
assists w/development, production & distribution of the annual
report. & performs clerical duties
as needed. Requires working
knowledge of Macintosh for desktop publishing BA/BS in Marketing.
Bus. PR. Joum or equivalent combination of education & expenence.
Alliance Federal Credit Union. 3315
Almaden Espy, Suite 55, San Jose
CA 95118. Fax: 408/979-0842.
Madair@alliancefcu.org. EOE.
NOW HIRING FOR SUMMER JOBS
Flex hours, Great pay, $10/hr +.
Campbell Recreation 4088602741
ENGINEERING STUDENT wanted
for part-time work at a plastic
manufacturing company in Santa
Clara. Hours can be flexible.
Amten, Inc. Call 408.727-0314 or
Fax 408-492-1403.
BANKING
$1,000 SIGNING BONUS
Downey Savings, one of the
largest S&Ls HQ’d in CA wants
full-time and part-time tellers.
Sales exp and cash handling
required. In addition, our Redwood
City Br is looking for a Customer
Service Mgr who is a sales-driven
achiever, has good supervisory
skills & exemplar customer service.
Full range of benefits. Fax resumes
to the branch or call the following
locations:
PT CUSTOMER SERVICE REP:
Campbell Br
408/3799725. far 408/3794326
Fremont Br
510/6518333. fax 510/656-9044
San Jose Foxyvorthy Br
408/267-9310, fax 408/2650720
San Jose Villages Br
408/274-3663, Fax 408/2389204
Sunnyvale Br
408/7370742. fax 408/736,3239
FT CUSTOMER SERVICE REP:
Mountain View Br
650/9651410, fax 650/9652728
FT CUSTOMER SERVICE MGR:
Redwood City Br
650/3657025, far 650/368-1718
FT FLOAT POSITIONS:
Branch Mgr., Customer Service
Mgr., Customer Service Sup.
Based in Ice Mos. San Jose Agrees.
San Jose Forworth, Redwood City.
Travel required to No. CA branches.
Fax resume to: 408/356-3857.
You’ll enjoy excellent pay &
401(k), medical/dental/vision,
free checDgaitysafe dee box. EOE
SAVINGS
JOURNAUST1 Need experience?
P/T Pos. $15420/hour. Science
writer for 5-7 daily news articles to
be pusbished on web site. Submit
samples & resumes. Fax: 408731-2306 or shanfaawmi.com

CROCODILE CAFE
HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners, bussers, and
servers. We’re always accepting
applications. Please apply in
person Monday.
- Thurday, 2- 5prn.
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.

SUMMER CONSTRUCTION Support
San Jose Water Co. is accepting
applications for temporary fulltime summer construction workers $11.74 per hour. No prior
experience necessary. Qualified
applicants must be at least 18
years of age, possess a valid CA
Driver’s License and have a good
driving record. Please e-mail:
derek_kuroiwa@sjwater.com or
CATERING
Catered Too is Silicon Valley’s fax 408-364-2669.
Premiere Caterer. We need Friendly
arid Energetic people to work
ADMINISTRATIVE
some of the most spectacular several positions available. Must
and fun events in the area. Part- have Microsoft Office experience.
time staff needed, very flexible 2 year’s clencal, selfstarter, work
hours, work when YOU want! Pay under pressure. Salary range
starts at $10 per hour, no experi- $9-$11 per hour. Please send
ence needed. 4022956819.
resumes to the Northwest YMCA,
20803 Alves Dr. Cupertino, CA
CASHIER/COUNTER HELP
95014 attn. Jennifer or FAX to
Part-Time days -nights -weekends, 408-2576948.
Flexible hours. Call after 6pm
Mon-Thur. Peggy Sue’s restaurant. POUCE RECORDS SPECIALIST
298-6750
Salary: $3,418- S4,155/monthly
plus benefits.
BEHAVIOR THERAPIST to work
The Mountain View Police
w/Autistic children between ages Department is currently recruiting
2-7. Established BA prefd but not highly motivated people for the
required in Child Development, position of Police Records Specialist.
Phsyc. or Special Ed. Prior experi- This position responds to citizen
ence w/children recommended. inquiries, maintains Police records
Must have reliable trans & insur- & provides information to law
ance. Salary $13 - $17/hr. Ph: enforcement personnel.
Qualifications include: H.S.
408-2801112 Fx:408-280-1113
grad or equiv.: one year of F/T
HEY BABYSITTER NEEDED 14 clerical office experience & the
month old boy in Si. 15+hrs/wit ability to type 45 wpm. Experience
Exp/ref/own transp. Call Lisa @ in a law enforcement agency and
bilingual skills are highly desirable.
408/228-7097.
Apply: City of Mountain View,
P/T INSIDE SALES (telemarketing) Employee Services Dept. 500
$8/hr + incentive. Good schedules. Castro St., Mtn. View, CA 94041.
F/T & P/T COURIERS, great pay You can also call the City’s Jobline
+ benefits. Your vehicle with clean at (650) 903-6310 or visit our
DMV & acceptable insurance. website at: WWN.ci.mtnview.ca.us.
Position open until filled. Please
Gold Rush Express
apply early. EOE.
408-292-7300
706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose
Ask for JR or Frank Sr. or Randy DRIVER/WAREHOUSE PERSON.
775 North 10th street. 89.00/hr,
B EHAVIORAL 1:1 THERAPIST 25 hrs/week. Call 279-1695.
for Autistic Preschooler. Training
provided. 251-5466.
RUN MY BUSINESS
Looking for success driven indMdCARPENTER/SHED BUILDER
uals to take over multimillion
Will train, need clean DMV;
dollar expansion. Want to show
summer or permanent; benefits 3. 5 entrepreneurial minded selfstarters exactly what it takes to
& advancement potential:
The Shed Shop, Fremont;
make it. 408-248-2025.
510-623-9100.
COUEGE ACHIEVERS!
CIVIL ENGINEERING INTERNS Nat’l. mktg. Co. interviewing ambiSan Jose Water Company is tious individuals who are looking
accepting applications for two Civil for a people-oriented career. Need
Engineering Intern positions - 4 sharp people to help direct local
$17.67 per hour. Preferred expansion. Business & Liberal
applicants would be full-time Civil Arts Majors encouraged to apply.
Engineering students. Must be at Exceptional income potential. Call
least 18 years of age. Please email: 408-2608200 to be considered.
derek_kuroiwa@sjwater.com or
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
fax 408-364-2669.
SUMMER OPENINGS
HELP WANTED! If you enjoy eating Part-lime or full-time flex hours
ice cream & drinking coffee and Customer sales/service
Internships possible
getting paid for it, Freddie’s Ice
Cream and Desserts is the place All majors may apply
for you. Freddie’s is located in Scholarships awarded annually
Naglee Park at E. San Carlos St. Some conditions apply
at So. 11th St. Freddie is looking Start at 15.00 base appt.
for qualified people to smile. No experience necessary
Endorsed by National
scoop, brew, create & on occasion,
when no one else is looking, lick!
Academic Advisory Board
Freddie’s is a great parttime job, CALL 615-1500 11am -4pm
www.workforstudents.com/sisu
w/ flexible hours, a great manager
and a fun atmosphere. If you are
interested in working here, call SUMMER & PERMANENT JOBS
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
2936061 & ask for Sharon. or pick
up an application at the store, email We will train you. Student Friendly.
FT, PT, Weekdays & Weekends
us at Freddreice@earthlink.net
Swing & Graveyard Shifts
Flexible Schedule
SUMMER TELLERS
408-247-4827
Summer, full-time & part-time teller
to
be
a
teller
&
opportunities. Train
work in one of 5 different bay area DELIVERY DRIVERS WANTED
locations. Duties include: deposits. Earn $200 every weekend. Must
withdrawals, loan payments &more! have reliable truck and insurance.
Great opportunity to gain valuable Lifting required. 408-292-7876.
expenence in a financial institution.
GREAT SUMMER JOBS
Alliance Federal Credit Union, 3315
Almaden Espy. Suite 55. San Jose Worldng With Youth in San Jose!
CA 95118. Fax: 408/979-0842. Fulttime day camp staff for
Madaireallianceku.org. EOE
traditional girls’ camp, contact
408-287-4170 x 220.
Full-time outreach day camp
DIRECTOR/CHILD CARE CENTER
Year round day, evening and staff
weekend program for 2 - 12 year for under-served communities.
olds. Recreation curriculum. contact 408-287-4170 x 247.
Responsible for program imple- Part-time outreach staff for
homeless shelters & well-being
mentation, staff scheduling
& development, and inventory on:grans, cal 408-2874170 x 265.
positions: June August with
flexible
hours,
All
Benefits:
control.
childcare discounts & medical. competitive salary and benefits.
Minimum 12 ECE units & teaching See: giriscoutsofscc.org.
exp. req. Contact Heidi, KidsPark
AVANTSOFT, INC.
District Manager, 408-260-7929
Sunnyvale openings:
or kidspark@pacbellnet.
SENIOR COMPUTER ASSISTANT
Excellent skills required : Windows
WAREHOUSE/DOCK/DRIVER
NT, Microsoft Office, Eudora
position, Full or Part-time.
Coca Cola/gas Co. 408-7278835. Winfax. Web browsing, hardwaresoftware installation. Good typing
CLERICAL PERSON - PART-TIME & communication skills. Exciting
Microsoft, Excel & general office work. 20 hrs weekly, flexible hours.
work, etc. For more info, call Kevin Send resume to:
Email: jobseavantsoft.com
Crowley. 408267-1865.
Fax: 408-5308703.
yrnwr.avantsoft.com
MARKETING REP - ON CALL
Film Adverstising
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
Place Movie Posters in Stores
hiring part-time Mobs & or Thurs.
Need Car/Camera
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
$10-$12/HR + .254/MI
Free movies. Apply in person
(800)852-6250
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose.
SANDWICH MAKER $10/HR.
Experienced. Days, No Weekends. SALES/MARKETING Immediate
postions available. P/T evenings.
Apply: 848 N. First St.
Must have strong computer skills
and an excellent telephone perSUMMER RECREATION
LEADERS
sonality. Apply at AVAC Swim
School, 5400 Camden Ave. SJ,
Temporary Full-Time
Available
95124.
408/267-4032.
Positions
Eight Weeks
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS
June 19 Aug 25, 2000
wanted. Fun environment, close to
Salary: $7.00- $9.00/hr
The City of Menlo Park Recreation SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Flex
Dept. at Burgess is now accepting hours. Central YMCA 298-1717x34.
applications for energetic, responBARTENDER
sible and child-oriented recreation
Make $1004250 per night.
leaders for their Summer Camp
No experience necessary.
Program. Duties include superviCall 1-206-381-8718 ext. 306.
sion of participants in recreation
activities such as crafts, sports,
EGG DONORS NEEDED
games, cooking, dance, field nips,
etc. Leaders must maintain Make a dream come true he an
discipline, oversee the use and egg &nor. All Ethnicrties WHoome.
care of recreation equipment,
Ages 2130. Excellent Health.
Generous Compensation.
stimulate confidence, have knowlConvenient SF Clinic.
edge of sports and indoor & outdoor games, and bring maturity & 1800-7342015 ix apc@pfmc.com
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
enthusiasm to the program. Applicants 18 yrears of age and older
$ EARN EXTRA CASH fi
are encouraged to apply. Contact:
Up to S600/month
Rosalinda Rodriguez
Become a Sperm Donor
Burgess Community Services
Healthy males, 1940 years old
701 Laurel Street
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Contact California Cryobank
PH: (650) 858-3474
650-324-1900, kA -F, 8-4:30
mnit.menloperk.org

FAX: 408-924-3282
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
SHARED HOUSING
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
P/T In the afternoon. No ECE units Fun 8, fnendly environment
TUTORS WANTED to work with a required. Previous erpenence with 5 Minute walk to campus
Wellequipped Kitchen
5 year-old kid with special needs.
children preferred. Please call
*Computer & Study rooms
244-1968 x 16
Applicants need to be energetic
2 Pianos and Game rooms
and love kids. OK with no experience. Training will be provided. EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS Laundry facilities
Initial pay is $10/hr and then At Bright Horizons, we are seeking *Parking
$15/hr after 3 months. For more talented and caring child care For American & International
info, call Jung at 408-544-5732 professionals to join our growing Students
ad) or 408-243-0942 (h). Email: network of Family Centers. FT Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
YHJUNG@PACBELL.NET.
opportunities with Infants - tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
Preschool, S/A & Subs. We San Carlos & San Salvador).
offer competitive salaries and an
CHILD TUTOR WANTED:
Part-tirne flexible hours to fit your excellent benefit package to RJRNISHED ROOM in 2bdrm/l.ba
schedule. Tutoring a 3 year old, include tuition reimbursement. apt. Corner of Alameda & Julian.
preschool girt Good Pay. Bilingual Join us in working with tomorrow’s Summer months. $625/mo util
in Chinese/English. Please call leaders at our state of the art incl. Call Kristan re* 287-5410 or
facilities where children as well as email: rent11@hotmail.com
408/941-0808 Ext. 272.
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
ROOMS FOR RENT Females Only.
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED 877-336-3596.
For 10 week period, May 28 to
Jr. High & H.S. Math, Science, vninv.brighthorizons.com
Aug 5: $500 shared room, $750
English & SAT. Mon. thru Fri.,
3pm - 8pm. $1,000 per month. TEACHERS, YWCA CHILD CARE. single room. Downtown Sari Jose,
Call Ms. Scotti at 408-255-5247. 12+ ECE units required. F/T, P/T, near SJSU. Call Gayle 287-2139.
$10.50/hour. Contact Susan
ROOMMATE WANTEDI 2 bd/1 be,
TUTOR NEEDED. Must have adv. 408/295-4011, ext. 215.
washer dryer: in Campbell area
stat. skills. Familiar with SPSS
ver. 10 for windows. Pay $15/hr. PRESCHOOL TEACHERS NEEDED! 15 min from SJSU; 5595/mo.
Great job for college student. F/T Females preferred. Ben 3788554.
Call Y’Lang at 408-985-7699.
or P/T, No experience required.
Call Sharon 0408-245-1285.
ROOMMATE NEEDEDI 2bd/2ba,
15 min from SJSU, washer/dryer,
EMPLOYMENT
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC. parking, utilities incl. except
For Part-Time and
phone. $800/mo. 408-244-9230
offers positions for
Full-Time Positions, call
Childcare/Nanny
Directors Assistant Directors
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
ROOM FOR RENT: Quiet, safe
Teachers Teacher Aides
MORNING IN-HOME DAYCARE &
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies School Transportation for one 5 yr FT & PT opportunities available Campbell area location ; 5 min drive
old; N-F, 6:15-8:30a. Brenda, evg; working with infant/toddler, to campus; security-gated; garage
Students/grads/career change
Temp/temp to-Hire/Direct Hire
408723-1558, day: 408-3254508. preschool & school age children. avail.: in-unit washer/dryer + AC.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive $500/mo. Paul 4902774.
San Jose to San Mateo
SUMMER NANNY NEEDED in my salary, excellent benefits package
Phone: (65013251133
Los Gatos home. Flexible hours. to FT & PT employees and an ROOMS FOR RENT Families Only.
Fax: 16501 325-3639
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com Please call Jackey 408395.5650. enriching work environment. For For 10 week period. May 28 to
positions avail at our centers in: Aug 5: $500 shared room, $750
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos, single room. Downtown San Jose,
NANNY JOBS!
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC.
TOWN & COUNTRY RESOURCES Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino, near SJSU. Call Gayle 287.2139,
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All is a nanny placement agency Morgan Hill & Redwood City
cat (40813719(X)
Shifts. Security Officers, Mobile looking for students who want to
SERVICES
far resunes to (408) 371-7685
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many be a nanny. We have many types
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or of positions available!
CHILD CARE
For more info about CDI/CDC &
apply in person. lam to 7pm. 7 days Part-time or full-time afternoon
qualifications. call our 24 Hour SUMMER CHILD CARE AVAILABLE
a week, 5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
positions, 514418/hour.
Jobline@1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE for rtildien ages 6 numb,. to 6 )ears
2-3 full days per week,
in the new Associated Students
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time 53004500/week.
ONE WORLD Montessori School Child Development Center.Call
1825 hrs/week) positions available Fulltime positions off by 5pm.
is
looking
for
924-6988 for information.
an
assistant
to
our
agency.
Oppor53500/month.
with youth serving
Up to
infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE
tunities include gang prevention Part-time & full-time summer
units. Full-time M-F, 8:30-5:30, PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
specialist, after school coordinator positions. Up to 5750/week.
accepting students who wish to
(at-risk middle school). data entry & South Bay, Peninsula. East Bay. Contact Lisa 723-5140
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
admin support. Bilingual Spanish a San Francisco & Mann,
plus. Salary $8 $12 an hour. NO FEE TO REGISTER!!! CALL AMON DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY levels welcome: Beginning,
Resume and cover letter to Girl T&C RESOURCES. 408-558- PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
Preschool Tealers and Aides. F/T & any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Scouts of Santa Clara County - 9900.
P/T positions available. Substitute Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk. Call
Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave..
positions are also available that Bill at 408-298-8124.
BABYSITTING POSITIONS
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
personnel@giriscoutsofscc.org or available at the Northwest YMCA offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but INCOME TAX PREPARATiON
some
Cupertino.
Must
have
in
Fax (4081287.8025. AA/EOE
experience working with kids, be not required for Aide positions. Student Rates. Next to Campus.
reliable and responsible to join Excellent oppportunity for Child Call Deborah at 408-910-9490.
our Kid’s Corner staff team and Development majors. Please call dryservices@aol.com/eyng/wknd
EMPLOYMENT
work 3-20 hours per week. Salary Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or
WRMPiG HELP:
starts at $6.50 $7.75 per hour. fax resume to 242,7350.
Camp Staff
Highest quality writing, editing,
Please fill out an employment
application at the Northwest YMCA, SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring ghostwriting. Essays, application
SUMMER RECREATION
statements, reports. etc.
20803 Alves Dr., Cupertino. Preschool & School Age Asst.
CHILD CARE
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
Enthusiastic. responsible, creative Contact: Lisa 408257-7160 ext 30. Directors, Teachers and Aides,
(510) 601-9554 or
PT & FT with excellent benefits
person to fill summer Program
email bolIck@pacbellnet
Assistant position in San Jose. Up HEY BABYSITTER NEEDED 14 Call 370-1877 x 29.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
to 9 weeks beginning in mid June; month old boy in Si. 15+hrs/wk.
20-30 hours/week. High School Exp/ref/own transp. Call Lisa @
YOUR PERSONALITY
FOR SALE
Diploma/GED. experience working 408/226-7097.
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
with kids in academic or recreKnow why? Call for your free
ational setting; ability to work with BABYCARE, LOS GATOS, 10-2 CD/CDROM DUPUCATTON 990 as
personality test. The Scientology
diverse population, attention to pref. 8 mo. girl. Fluent English. Hi -Speed cassette copies $2 ea
Testing Center 800-2936463
detail, willingness to learn. Help Must drive. Female preferred. Call 100 VHS T30 53.75ea. 286-7033.
Program Specialist run a safe, 408-354-1475.
active, fun program. $8-$10/hour.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Resume, cover letter indicating
EMPLOYMENT
position of interest by 5/24; Eden
BE FLEXIBLE...SAVE 58$
83 MAZDA RX-7, RUNS GREAT,
Housing Resident Services, Inc..
Gold, 5 Speed, Sunroof.
Europe $249 (o/w + taxes)
Attention SPRS-SJSU, 409 Jackson Education/Schools
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!
Alloy Wheels. 150k miles.
Street. Hayward. CA 94544; fax
Hawaii $129 (0/WI
$1200 or best offer.
HIGH SCHOOL GRADS OVER 18
(510) 582-7480. EOE
Mexico/Caribbean $209 (r/t + tax)
Call Elton 0 (408) 224-8685.
Independence - Freedom- Money
Call: 800-834-9192
408-971-0244
Teach Driving
BE A CAMP COUNSELOR!
www.4cheapair.com
73 VW POPTOP CAMPER!
Kennolyn Camps, located in the
Good Condition, Runs Great.
Santa Cruz Mountains, is looking INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
LEARN SPANISH IN MEXICO!!
$2599. Located near campus.
for bright, energetic. & FUN coun- & Regular Class 58.60-811.52 hr.
EARN $600 in research study!
408-287-4686.
Saratoga School District.
selors for Day Camp this summer.
2wir+ inclusive hips $600+
Counselors will work with groups Cal 8673424x504 for application
SpanishSi@aol.com 8314766360
of campers & also teach activities & information. Immediate Need.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
such as swimming, riding, ropes
course/climbing, ceramics, arts & TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
WORD PROCESSING
www.SJSPIRIT.org
crafts, and more. Many positions P/T Instructors Elem, Schools.
Spirituality. Ritual, Community,
available - if you live anywhere Degree / Credential NOT Required.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Meditation. Pastoral Counsel.
near the area and would love a Opportunity for leaching exp. Need
Theses. Term Papers, Resumes,
GREAT summer job working -with Car. VM: (408) 287-4170 ext. 408.
GTOLV Projects. etc.
Golden West Student Dental Plan
kids, this is for you! For applica- EOE/AAE
All formats, specializing in APA.
Only $57.00 per year.
tion and information please call
Micro/mini tape transcription. Fax.
Save 30% - 60%
831/479-6714 or look us up on DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
Experienced, dependable.
on your dental needs.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
the web at www.kennolyn.com.
quick return.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
Thinking about a career working
Call Linda 408-264-4504.
with children? The YMCA of Santa
THERAPEUTIC DAY CAMP
Clara Valley is now hiring
COUNSELOR
INSURANCE
Quest Camp is looking for qualified Preschool Teachers & After-School
HEALTH/BEAUTY
counselors for work with children, 6- Recreation Leaders for our Child
AUTO INSURANCE
14 yrs with mild to moderate social. Care Centers throughout San Jose,
SERVICE
MEN & WOMEN
INSURANCE
CAMPUS
behavioral and emotional problems Cupertino. Santa Para, Los Gatos,
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Special Student Programs
from 6/14-8/11 at our Fremont Saratoga, Campbell, Evergreen,
waxing, tweezing
shaving,
for
20
years
Stop
Serving SJSU
campus. Salaries start at Milpitas & Berryessa. Full & partor using chemicals. Let us perm&
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
$7.00/hr. For info 8, application. time positions avail. Hours flexible
your
unwanted hair.
remove
around school. Fun staff teams, "Good Rates for Non-Good Drrvers" nently
call 925743-1370.
Back Chest - Lip - Bikini - Chin SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
great experience in working with
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
"Good Students" "Educators"
WATERFRONT DIRECTOR AND children. career advancement,
receive 15% discount. First appt.
"Engineers" "Scientists"
UFEGUARDS needed for Hidden and good training opportunities.
1/2 price if made befcre 5/31/00.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Falls summer camp In the Santa Teachers require minimum 6 units in
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
FREE QUOTE
Cruz Mountains. Room/Board, ECE, Educ, Rec, Psych. Soc. Phys
E21 E Campbell AR . #17, Cmbl.
NO HASSLE
competitive salary & benefits. Ed &/or other related fields. Please
(408)379-3500.
OBLIGATION
NO
408-291-8894
Beth
Profio
at
call
257.
408-2874170x
Contact
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
for information & locations or fax
CONFIDENTIAL
408-298-0143.
your
resume
to
FUN
FOR
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
BEST RATES ON
SUMMER SCIENCE DAY CAMPS.
FOR WOMEN
INSURANCE
AUTO
AIDES
and
SUBS
20-40 hrs/wk at $340-$400/wk. TEACHERS,
Includes pregnancy testing,
Free Phone Quotes
Experience with groups of kids req. NEEDED! Enjoy working with kids?
HIV
testing,
pap smear testing,
Refused
Driver
World
No
To apply, call: (800) 472-4362. Join the team at Small
emergency contraception,
4x4’s
ywov.scienceadventures.com Schools and get great experience
screening,
STD
physical exams,
Accidents
or staffing@screnceadventures.com. working with kids ages 5 - 12.
birth control pills. Depo-Provera
Cancelled
Fax resumes to. (7141379-0686. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
shots,
condoms.
etc.
Tickets
competitive pay. benefits for FT,
ABSOLUTELY
D.U.I.
excellent training, and a fun work
YMCA SUMMER CAMP
CONFIDENTIAL FREE.
SR. Filing
environment. F T and PT availPalo Alto Family YMCA.
Available 7 days a week by
Good Student Discount
Sports & Traditional Day Camps & able. Call 408/2839200 ext. 21.
appointment Ask for Dr. Nunez.
Call us now
Travel/Resident Camps.
408942-0980
406-244-9100
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Directors & Leaders needed.
www.NurauSID.com
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Call 650/842-7166 for app.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
TOP PAY!
hafgeeglaol .com
Immediate temp/perm
GREAT DAY CAMP JOBS!
substitute positions as
Camp Metro, a summer day camp
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
Certain advertisements in
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
for girls in San Jose, emphasizing
pen insurance agency
these columns may refer the
at After School Programs,
multi-cultural awareness,
free auto registration
reader to speciRc telephone
Day Care Centers. Etc.
specialized activities &
Instant S.R. Filing
(408)866-8550
numbers or addr
for
environmental education
Good Student Discount
additional InformHon.
is now hiring counselors.
International Drivers Welcome
Claseined readers should be
NATIVE FLUENT SPEAKERS in
Must be enthusiastic, enjoy
No Driver Refused
reminded that. Men nuking
working with children and being English. Part time teaching. will
Lowest down payment
train. Apply in person 1475 S.
these further contacts, they
outdoors. June - August.
lowest monthly payment
Bascom Ave. Ste. 212. Phone
should require complete
Competitive salary/benefits.
as low as $25 monthly
408-377-9513.
information before sending
Contact 408-287-4170 x 260
email prininsurigiaol.com
money for goods as services.
for an application packet.
Call now 4083714318
TEACHER POSITIONS FOR FALL:
In addklon, readers should
Infants, Toddlers, Preschoolers.
carefully kweetlipte all Rims
BS
in
Child
Oaring employment Wings
FOUND
&
Development
LOST
or related
field a must. Competitive salary.
orcoupons for discount
RENTAL HOUSING
Join
us
as
we
begin
inside
PHONE,
Full
benefits.
macadam or merchandise.
FOUND: CELL
Student Union, in late April. Pls a new, expanded program at the LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO UVE?
VAVVI.
Associated Students C.D.C.! Call
call Jonah 393-8685.
Your ntuiveircampus!
Fran 924-6988.

ATTENDON SPARTANS:
CHILDREN’S THEATER Workshop
needs leaders- we train. 1.10 SUMMER JOBS NOW AVAILABLE
hours wk., reliable transportation Valet parking attendants needed.
needed. Good Pay. Must have Local valet company in search of
enthusiastic and hardworking
expenence working with children.
Call Carol 408265-5096.
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time weekends available. Lots of fun &
Newspaper Subscriptions. Hourly earn between $8 $15/hour. Call
(408(667-7275.
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
Media Promotions 408494-0200. UFEGUARD & Swim Instructors
wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, SJ AREA hours. No experience necessary.
Clerical, Technical, Full Time Close to SJSU. People skills a
Call Minh 408/942-8866 or email must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
offered through June. Call Central
resumes@hrproonline.com
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34 or visit
IMMED OPENINGS F/T or P/T, 1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
M-F, 7ant3pm. Work w/DD adults
in day program. $7-$10/hr. XInt
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students to
bene for F/T. Call 800-6804070.
teach driving full/part time.
Will train. Must be 21. $10.00
CASHIER, 5 blocks from campus.
to start. Call 363-4182.
16-20 firs per week. Train-$7/hr,
5010-$8/hr. Must be 21. Call Ike
Apply
4pm.
after
$1500
WEEKLY POTENTIAL
@ 297-441.1
mailing our circulars. Free
Kelly’s, 498 N. 4th St.
information. Call 202452-5901.
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that
want to have fun working for the ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
YMCA w/school age children. Good programs. Need reliable car &
pay, flexible hours, good benefits.
w/kids. Excellent pay! Will
train. Mad Science 408/2625437
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 18.
HELP MEI I run two successful
businesses, need help with one.
If you have 10-15 hours a week
and could use an extra $1,000E1,500/mo, I can use your help
in recruitment & training. Call
402248-2025.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions.
We offer:
Flexible schedules, day or evening,
a great environment with
excellent benefits.
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We have our own training program!!
We are looking for neat, bright, &
energetic people lite inlaying areas:
Food Server (20 or older please),
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help.
Apply in person
2pm to 4pm, Mon. thru Fri.
51 N San Pedro, San Jose.
PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER Majors:
HOPE Rehabilitation Services.
a non-profit agency which offers a
variety of quality services for individuals who have developmental
disabilities, has part & full time
employment opportunities.
If you are interested in living
with a developmentally disabled
individual in exchange for rent; or
assisting someone during the
week with daily living skills such
as grocery shopping )$10/hr) call
Shannon at 408/282-0410.
If you would like information
about the FT, benefited positions
of job coach and instructor (day
activity, work activity or senior
center program) or PT substitute
positions in various programs
(S9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
408/7482890.
We have flexibility to work
around a student schedule for the
PT work & are located close to
SJSU. FT positions come with
excellent benefits. This is a good
opportunity to get practical experience in the field & work with a
great group of clients & staff. All
majors welcome.
ATHLETIC ATTITUDE
Drive. Determination, Dedication,
Discipline. Athletes obtain
success with these. The business
world isn’t any different. Looking
to clone our success with new
prospects. Interest in health &
fitness a plus. 408-248-2025.
VALET PARKERS - Part-time,
evenings & weekends in Los
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be
neat in appearance with good
customer service skills. Must be
able to drive a 5 speed and have
a valid CDL. Immediate opening &
flexible schedules available. Earn
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call
408-356-7211. Golden Gate Valet
CATERING -We specialize in Ice
Cream Socials For companies &
groups. $9/hour. 4082751695.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS.
At Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec. Dept.
SUMMER AQUATICS:
Pool Mgr. Asst. Pool Mgr., Water
Safety Instructors, Lifeguards.
Pay range: $6.92-$14.20/hr.
Call Laurie at 354-8700x224.
SUMMER DAY CAMP LEADERS
F/T, must be available Mon -Fri.
8:30am-5:309m. No ECE units req.
Pay range: 55.78-512.27/hr.
Call Janet 354-8700x223.
(Leaders hired for the summer have
the opportunity to work P/T from 26pm, during the school year in our
Afterschool Enrichment program.)
POSITIONS OPEN NOW
FOR LEADERS
Afterschool Elem. School -Age
Child Care Recreation/Enrichment
Program. Exc. sal. no ECE units req.
Call Janet. 354-8700x223.
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $5 PAID SE
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (4081793 5256
TUMI3UNG TEACHER WANTED
Eve and/or Sat. Beg/Int levels.
Near Si State. We Pay More.
Call 923-5300. 10am-7pm.
ICE CREAM MAKER TRAINEE.
Someone to make ice cream, 20
flexiNe hrs/w4c. $9/hr. 2741695.
GROOMER’S ASST/KIENNIL Hap
needed for -mall, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must be
reliable, honest, able to do "aka
work. Prefer exp working w/dogs.
but will train. Great apply for dog
loser! $6.50 hr. Can FA)( resume to
408/3770108 or Call 371-9115.

EMPLOYMENT
Tutors

MNEL

1-P

Hey buddy,
can you spare a
Calculus book?

Get cash for your textbooks.

We’ll give you 50% back on the top 50 textbooks
And top dollar for thousands of other titles Real, green money too - not some lame
store credit Save time, get money, visit ecampus com and sell us your books eCaMPUS.COM
Textbooks & Stuff. Cheap.

